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Start inside yourself.
Stack good days on more
good days.
Growth will come in time.
Map by the Government
of Ontario

Our Lakes, Bigger and Better
Welcome to our eighth issue of this little
labour of love we call Our Lakes.

than 46,000 readers via Facebook in addition to
our dedicated email subscribers. We can’t say
how many people actually read Our Lakes as
many print it and then share the hard copy. To
each their own, although when you print before
you read you lose all access to the hundreds of
embedded links each virtual issue contains.

Since we started producing this e-magazine
we’ve defined it as Celebrating South Frontenac’s
Waterfront Lifestyle. At the same time, we’ve
never let the actual Township boundary define
what we’ll cover and what we won’t. We’ve
decided its time to admit the obvious and we’ve
updated our mission to Celebrating Our
Waterfront Lifestyle in the Frontenac Arch.

All this growing means that we’ve gotten to
the point where we need a little help to take the
next steps of our journey. We’re looking for an
independent contractor to help us with ad sales.
This is definitely not a full-time gig, but it could
mean a little egg money in your pocket, a
chance to have fun, and an opportunity to have
a purpose again despite the pandemic. See our
ad on page 20 and be sure to send your
applications to publisher@ourlakes.ca.

It’s a small change but one that better defines
our course and what we are becoming. South
Frontenac is home, it’s where we are based but
by redefining our editorial coverage area slightly
we hope to be able to give folks the best read
possible when they look between our virtual
covers. The map above gives a good impression
of where we plan to source our stories from.

Thanks as always to our growing family of
advertisers, readers, and contributors –
together we are creating a place where all of us
lake lovers can connect over shared stories that
entertain, educate and inform. And to our
donors, thanks so much for your kind
contributions. The e-magazine may be free, but
tips are always greatly appreciated. JC

We’ll still look for people to highlight with
passions to share and give you that same
elevated, engaging editorial content people have
quickly come to appreciate in Our Lakes.
The response to our publication has been
phenomenal. Our September issue reached more
3

‘Until You Die...
it’s all Life’

John,
Do you like quotes or stories shared by famous people?
This is particularly poignant to those who love to write by
Kurt Vonnegut:
“When I was 15, I spent a month working on an
archeological dig. I was talking to one of the archeologists
one day during our lunch break and he asked those kinds
of “getting to know you” questions you ask young people:
Do you play sports? What’s your favorite subject? And I
told him, no I don’t play any sports. I do theater, I’m in
choir, I play the violin and piano, I used to take art classes.
And he went WOW. That’s amazing! And I said, “Oh no,
but I’m not any good at ANY of them.”
And he said something then that I will never forget and
which absolutely blew my mind because no one had ever
said anything like it to me before: “I don’t think being good
at things is the point of doing them. I think you’ve got all
these wonderful experiences with different skills, and that
all teaches you things and makes you an interesting
person, no matter how well you do them.”
And that honestly changed my life. Because I went from
a failure, someone who hadn’t been talented enough at
anything to excel, to someone who did things because I
enjoyed them. I had been raised in such an achievementoriented environment, so inundated with the myth of
Talent, that I thought it was only worth doing things if you
My family is loving our cottage life!
could Win at them.”
Sara Dobiech
Richard Kruz
Loughborough Lake

We Love Our Lake

Great Job, Olive!
What a lovely article by Mrs. Phillips (Ahead by a Century, September issue).
Thank you for sharing your life. Wishing you many more happy years.
Sandy McKay Smith
•
John,
That’s a beautiful story about Olive, she and your Auntie Deb are two of my
favourites!
Laurie Bresee
•
Dear Editor,
Very pleased to see the article featuring my husband’s Aunt, Olive Phillips.
She is a remarkable lady!
Cheryl Azulay
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Wasted in Godfrey

Dear editor,

We recently relocated to the Godfrey area and have really
enjoyed all the beautiful trails and pathways that have been
worked on extensively since our last trail ride over 10 years
ago. We chose this area because the people are kind and
considerate and have a passion for the outdoors and a sense of
pride in the smaller communities. To my surprise, along one of
my morning walking routes, I came upon an area that seemed to
have become a local dumping ground for a variety of household
goods including vacuum, dehumidifier, toilet, chairs, footstools,
comforters, ceramic tiles, plates, cups, dishes, toys, plastics of all
kinds, empty alcohol cans and bottles and pre-sorted glass and
plastics decomposing in bags.
But the HUGE discovery was the five-plus large black garbage
bags of seniors’ Depends that were in various stages of
decomposition with fecal matter and urine exploding out of the
jelly-filled gems. I thought it was diapers at first glance until I
saw the textured pattern of large adult diapers! Who in their
right mind stops midway roadside and dumps this assortment of
stored biohazards, and then continues to attend the location for
what looked like years as the bags were anywhere from
extremely decayed and brittle to within the past few
weeks/months with new shiny bags each holding a precious gift
for Mother Nature to deal with for the next 25 years?
How rude of someone to think that this is OK in any way? As
the bags broke open they spilled out the moist and bacteriaridden glory, the odor of a geriatric poop and the oozing green
gel that expands and comes alive when it has sat for days baking
in the sun and through downpours becoming a gelatinous bomb
that pops open when you try to gently (double-gloved) pick it up
or roll it into a bag to dispose of it properly.
I have to give credit, where credit is due and thank the local
waste disposal attendants on Hwy 28 (Norm and Ryan) as they
were kind enough to allow me to dispose of my ‘yellow’ pitch in
bags as I hauled truckloads of debris from the spot and reported
it to the Township (thank you Heather!) so signage could be
posted in the hopes of deterring others from starting, yet again,
an unwanted disposal site. There is no need for this bad
behavior as you can dispose of items at the dump as a resident
at no charge, is it just laziness or a lack of appreciation of how
beautiful our landscape is? And if you are the culprit, and are
reading this, why not pop your poop into a local garbage bin, so
others don’t have to clean up after you? That sh*t is heavy,
literally!
Concerned Citizen
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Mom Cassia and Rosemary from Tichborne.

So which lakes are

Our Lakes?
13 Island Lake
14 Island Lake
Big Salmon Lake
Birch Lake
Bobs and Crow Lakes
Buck Lake
Bulls Eye Lake
Charleston Lake
Collins Lake
Cranberry Lake
Cronk Lake
Desert Lake
Devil Lake
Dog Lake
Elbow Lake
Gananoque Lake
Howes Lake
Inverary Lake
Knowlton Lake
Lake Ontario
Little Long Lake
Loon Lake
Loughborough Lake
Newboro Lake
North Otter Lake
Opinicon Lake
Pearkes Lake
Potspoon Lake
Rideau Lakes
Sydenham Lake
Thirty Island Lake
Traverse Lake
Upper & Lower Rock Lakes
Wolfe Lake
& Others, too!
No matter where you enjoy
the Frontenac Arch
waterfront, we invite your
comments and submissions
for articles, photos or
announcements. All written
submissions must be
compatible with MS Word.
We reserve the right to edit
for space, clarity, and
good taste. Email
editor@ourlakes.ca.

Our Farms
All photos by Susan Curran
The Frontenac County Economic Development team’s awardwinning Open Farms event returned this past month with events all
around Our Lakes celebrating local agriculture and the rural way of life.
Most of the fun was focused on the weekend of Sept. 11-12,
primarily in Centennial Park in Harrowsmith. There attendees found a
wonderful celebration of local food and agriculture.
It gave people a chance
to reunite with family and
friends at the same time as
they rediscovered the
benefits of buying and
eating local while also
meeting the people who
grow, produce, and
prepare our food. A food
drive for the Southern
Frontenac Community
Services Food Bank, live
music, kids crafts, and a
BBQ completed the
schedule at this main Hub.
For the first time ever, Open Farms evolved to offer both in-person
and virtual activities. Farm visits once again gave folks a chance to
connect with real farmers on working farms. Fat Chance Farmstead,
Fireweed Learning Community, and Loughborough Heritage Orchard
were all used for these tours.
Two local restaurants even offered Open Farms themed menus built
around local ingredients. Both Aqua Terra and The Hotel on Wolfe
Island gave people a chance to cap off their day by diving into a taste of
the region through expertly-prepared dishes, after exploring real
working farms. Distilling these experiences into a single day really
brought to life the farm-to-table theme. During Open Farms even the
South Frontenac Museum got in on the action by highlighting
6

Continued: Events All Around Area
yesterday’s agricultural
practices that allowed farming
in Frontenac County to flourish
to this day. Four different
farmers markets in Kingston,
Harrowsmith and Wolfe Island
took part with different
activities and information
related to event. People were
able to enjoy the fun at the
Market at Wolfe Island
Commons, Frontenac Farmers'
Market, Memorial Centre
Market, and the Kingston Public
Market downtown behind City
Hall.
On the Saturday evening a
classic family drive-in movie
night at the Verona Free
Methodist Church parking lot
celebrated agriculture on the
big screen with a viewing of the
classic farm film Babe. Audio
was available for those who
wanted to sit out in their own
comfy lawn chair or via radio for
those in their cars.
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Win Some, Lose Some
Aug. 13 – This issue’s Glenburnie Bug Crawl got ambushed
right from the get-go! As I approached my back jungle garden
this beautiful moth zipped right under my nose and started
nectaring on the Butterfly Bush. Obviously it ignored the name.
I spent five minutes following it around two complete circuits
of every flower on the Bush. The Hummingbird Clearwing moth
(Hemaris thysbe) never settled!
Aug. 23 – 6:40 p.m. Just above the hose valve while I was
filling watering cans, looks like a Spreadwing Damselfly is in
distress. Aaron McKee helped identify the hunter as, “Good old
Parasteatoda tepidariorum (aka common house spider). They
are excellent big game trappers. Even small vertebrates fall to
them. I’ve seen various lizards and snakes in their webs, eaten
or in the process thereof.”
Sept. 8 – Bumblebee after recently escaping an unseen
Shamrock Orbweaver (Araneus trifolium).
Sept. 9 – Our Shamrock Orbweaver was hunting again
today. I inspected her lair at 11:30 a.m. she had fresh webs
outside it and was tucked in monitoring them. By 1:30 p.m.
when I returned, she was out wrestling another victim into
submission for wrapping. That didn't go according to plan and
her meal actually managed to escape this death grip!
Roger Lupton is a retired high school Biology
and Chemistry teacher. Now former (due to
Covid-19) world traveler, cook, bottle-washer,
photographer, fisherman, hunter, archaeology
assistant, rough carpenter, American Flyer
electric train buff, and Manchester United fan.
You can enjoy more of his photos here on Flickr.
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Our Lakes End of Year Photo Contest
As the calendar nears its turning
point, it’s time to dig through your
phones, hard drives and what have
you (in some cases, maybe an old
album or two) and find those
amazing shots from around the lake
for your chance to wow and maybe
win a prize or two. The 2021 Our
Lakes End of Year Photo Contest is
now officially open!
Our judges have put together a
fun range of 27 categories for you to
enter; we’ll crown a winner in each
and send them a fun prize pack. We’ll
also select the Our Lakes Photo of the
Year and shower the winning
photographer praise and even a nifty
gift. We’ll run our favourites in a
supersized photo feature in a special
issue to mark the New Year.
To enter, click on any of the links
below and email your photo entries
along with your name, a caption, and
the closest lake to where the photo
was taken. If you plan to enter
multiple categories, please send at
least one unique email per category.
Please Note: The embedded links
may not work for you depending on
the configuration of your browser
and/or email setup. If not, send a
separate email for each category you
wish to enter with that category
name in the subject line to
editor@ourlakes.ca by the deadline
for entry: 5 p.m. Wednesday, Dec. 1,
2021.
Contest Categories
1) Flashback Fun – Old images of
days gone by
2) Generations – Share those great
multi-generational lakeside
moments
3) Wiggle Your Worm – Kids’ fishing
shots

4) Love to See ’em Jump –
Adults’ fishing shots
5) Kiss the Cook – Mealtime
memories
6) Deer John – We have plenty of
whitetails in the area, let’s see
some
7) Ancient Animals – Share your
best reptile and amphibian
photos
8) Furry Friends – All other wild
animals not captured in the
categories above
9) Loony for Our Lakes –
Everybody’s favourite… the
common loon
10) Bird Brains – All other birds
not named loons
11) In Bloom – Wildflowers
12) Branching Out – Tree pics
13) Bugs – All kinds welcome,
even mosquitoes
14) Come Sail Away – Shots of
sloops, sharks, sunfish, etc.
15) Paddle Power – Canoes,
kayaks, stand-up
paddleboards, rafts…
16) More Power – All boats and
water toys with a motor of
some form
17) One if By Land – ATVs, dirt
bikes, hogs, and classic cars all
shined up or in action
18) A Bird’s Eye View – Aerials
from private planes or drones
19) Our Happy Place – Let’s see
your lake property glamour
shots
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20) Stargazing – Photos of the
night sky
21) Leaders of the Pack – The
dogs of Our Lakes
22) Weather or Not – Summer
weather and scenic photos
23) Frozen Fun – Winter
weather and scenic shots
24) The United Colours of Our
Lakes – Fall foliage and
scenic images of your
favourite lake
25) It’s a Living – Photos of
people working around the
water
26) We Will Rock You – All rock
photos from pebbles to cliffs
and islands
27) Wildcard – Got a great shot
that doesn’t fit the 26 other
categories? Send it in here
and we’ll see!
We reserve the right to run
any and all photos submitted to
the e-magazine within our
editorial content with the
understanding that a photo credit
will be included.
We will NOT incorporate your
submitted images in any paid
advertising or provide them to
any third party for use.
We will not use your images on
social media, except as a
component of the overall
publication which is distributed in
part via Facebook.

Kristen Haley, of Gananoque-based
Kristen’s Bitchen Kitchen, was on hand
selling some of the 50 varieties
of jams, jellies, pickles and
specialty eats she makes in
her home-based business.

Brighter Days on the Bay
Community Awakens from
COVID-Induced Slumber
After what seems like two years in a medicallyinduced comma, Seeley’s Bay has woken from its
COVID slump and shaken the rust of with the
return of an annual tradition: The Big Bay Sale Day
and Show and Shine.
The community-wide yard sale attracts
shoppers, vendors and families looking for fun

from all around Our Lakes. With local merchants
supplying the music, sales and grub, and Mother
Nature making good with what was truly a chamber of
commerce Saturday, folks frolicked along the normally
much quieter Main Street and did their best to keep
cool in the afternoon heat.
When Kristen Haley, of Gananoque-based Kristen’s
Bitchen Kitchen, was setting up her stand it was in the
shade. By early afternoon, however, the only thing
hotter than her business was the unrelenting
September sun. “I’ve been at it now for about five or
10

Continued: Lake Crafters on Hand
15-year-old Jordan, handles a lot of the labour
and was with him selling in their booth. “I do all
of the prep work and finishing, we started it last
December,” said the younger Frenette.
For Kris the show was a welcome homecoming
of sorts for him. “I actually grew up in Seeley’s
Bay although my family has all moved away long
ago. It’s always great to get over here and see
how it’s changed over the years.”
The Frenettes are regulars on the show and
market scene; you can also find them online at
bythelakecrafts.com.
Jordan Frenette, of Buck Lake,
displays one of his family’s
creations – a custom cribbage board.

six years working out of our house,” she said. “We
grow quite a bit of our own produce that I use in my
kitchen … I make and sell about 50 different
varieties of jams, jellies, pickles and things based on
what’s in season.”
Her business has been growing busier since
Lighthouse Provisions, a quaint delicatessen in Gan,
started carrying her line. “I’m also planning to invest
in building a little road stand.”
Another home-based business enjoying the boost
in exposure from the Big Bay Day Sale was By The
Lake Crafts, of Hidden Valley Road on Buck Lake.
It’s a real family project, explained Kris Frenette,
who is a software engineer in his day job. His son,

Two of the newer vendors to join in the fun
this time around were Pirscilla Siegfriedt and
Angelic Perry, two friends out of Kingston who
were actually making their sales debut despite
having been long-time crafters.
“It’s been hot!” exclaimed Perry, who was
showcasing her decorative items including
candles, plates and other glassware. “Some
people have gone away for the long weekend but
it’s not been bad so far at all – if you can stay
cool.”
Siegfriedt, who was better positioned in the
shade of an umbrella, said she was very much
enjoying the day. “This is my first show and I have
my homemade wreaths for all seasons, lanterns,
snowmen and centrepieces with me today.”
Selling her crafts was a natural next step, she
said. “I’ve been doing this for years but always did
it just to make gifts for my friends and family.”
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Continued: Show and Shine a Big Draw
Of course one of the main draws for the crowds
attending was the show and shine car show. More
than two dozen hotrodders and classic car enthusiasts
polished up their respective beauties and had them
on display in a nearby field off the main drag.
Gananoque’s Bill Illman brought something a little
different to the mix, as he has been doing for eight
years now. “Each year I choose a different theme, this
year was a California Car Show.” His handmade
Woody and classic pup trailer are complete in every
detail right down to the surfboard on the roof rack,
case of Coke in the back, and the barbeque tank
mounted on the trailer. “The challenge is figuring out
what to use to make all the different parts. I used
barbeque skewers for the grille and dollar store
champagne glasses for the headlights.” This year’s
creation included 200 flashing lights around a repurposed mirrored, rotating Christmas tree stand
turned display table, as well as a mini sound system
blasting out diegetic Beach Boys hits to properly set

It’s Free

Subscribe

Bill Illman, of
Gananoque, shows
off his car show
in a car show.

Sign up today and never
miss another issue of
Our Lakes.
Click here
to subscribe for free!
(If you subscribed but never got the email,
please check your junk.)
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Continued: More Power!
the mood. “I basically work on
a new one each winter, people
seem to get a real kick out of
them.”
Obviously the spectators are
typically drawn to entries with
a little more horsepower under
the hood, real classics like John
Stafford’s 1972 Chevy Nova. He
refurbished his pride and joy
about a dozen years ago. “I
always wanted a Nova, I had a
model of one I made as a kid, it
was called Bad News. I was
lucky when I found this one, it
was completely rust-free.
There aren’t many of them left
that survived, they either
ended up wrapped around a
tree or rusted out.”

Local resident John Stafford proudly
displays his 1972 Chevy Nova during
the Seeley’s Bay Show and Shine.

He has had a little help over
the years with some of the
trickier parts of his project.
“Steve Bowes in Harrowsmith
painted it for me and Foster
Repair in Gananoque rebuilt
the exhaust and helped me
with the suspension, too.”

the local business community, he
said the community’s retailers
have been doing a good job
hosting events, getting residents
excited again and giving people
more reasons to visit the
Having worked 33 years for
picturesque village. “We’ll never
Leeds and the Thousand Islands be a Westport but that’s OK.”
Township, Seeley’s Bay native
Stafford isn’t able to show his
Two of the local merchants
helping to fuel that charge are
baby as often as he likes. “I
usually work Saturdays but I am Corey Mattice and Steve
Schauland, who together co-own
hoping to get into a lot more
Fisherman’s Hardware and Auto.
car shows when I retire next
Last April they launched the
year.”
Fishing for Kids program.
He said you can feel a
renewed energy around
“Anytime kids come to shop in
the store with an adult they get
Seeley’s Bay as the tiny
free worms, tackle and other
lakeside community wakes up
goodies from our sponsors – it’s
from its COVID-imposed
not just during the special events,
hibernation. “Things are
this is any day of the week, any
starting to get back to normal
and it’s nice to see.” Pointing to time of the year,” said Mattice.
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“Now it includes if a child does not
have a fishing rod, they can come in
here with their parents and borrow a
rod for the morning or afternoon and
try it out – a free pack of worms is
included,” added Schauland. “It’s time
to get kids back out and enjoying all
the adventures that last a lifetime.”
“We have a lot of great businesses
involved now, local companies that
care like Sunny Acres Resorts and
Kravings, and even a few from further
away, like Z.B. Baits out of Napanee,”
said Mattice. The program aims to
brighten the lives of all young people
who visit the store by making it a little
easier for them, no matter which one
of Our Lakes they enjoy, to experience
the simple pleasure of fishing.
“Little things like being able to get
out and catch a few fish is something
every kid should get to do.”

What a Day!
Photo courtesy of Greg and Penny Foster, Buck Lake
“Throwback to a smaller boat and the fridge delivery just before a storm hit!” recalls Greg Foster.

Start Your Own Team Today
FIRST® Tech Challenge students
learn to think like engineers. Teams
design, build, and code robots to
compete in an alliance format against
other teams. Robots are built from a
reusable platform, powered by Android
technology, and can be coded using a
variety of levels of Java-based
programming. Contact Melanie Glassford
for details on how to get a free materials
kit and videos to help get your team off
the ground and competing in the league.

frozenturtle@gmail.com

Has Graciously Donated this Advertisement
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Calling All Lake & Road Associations

Wants to
Partner
With You!
Grow your reach, open new avenues for member recruitment,
build your group’s profile within your lake community as well as
the broader area and enhance the value proposition for
the lifeblood of your organization – your members!
•
•
•

Submit a monthly column for
publication in the issue
Enjoy a free display ad to help
attract new members
Promote your events, citizen
scientist opportunities, and other
association activities for free

•
•
•

Get a free subscription to Our Lakes
for every member of your organization
Help build awareness of the good
things happening around the area
Encourage lake stewardship among
your members and the broader
community at large

Contact John Curran, Publisher
publisher@ourlakes.ca
613-331-4444
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This spot on Buck Lake’s Birch Island was known as
Hell’s Hole more than a century ago and perfectly
typifies the topography of the Frontenac Arch.

What Makes Our Lakes So FAB?
Frontenac Arch Biosphere
Network Teams to
Protect & Educate

Click here to view
a documentary on
the FAB by TVO.

Since this land was created millennia ago, the
Canadian Shield has helped define this nation
and our place in the broader world. While it is
primarily a feature of more northern latitudes, a
small spur hangs off the southeastern edge of
this great granite giant and is what makes the
area around Our Lakes so special.

“The Frontenac Arch is the name given to
the ancient ridge of granite that connects the
rest of the Canadian Shield with the Adirondack
Mountains,” said Dana Stephenson, a
sustainability intern with the FAB Network.
“Distinct from the rest of southern Ontario, the
Frontenac Arch is characterized by exposed
shield that forms a rugged landscape of hills,
ridges, and cliffs that alternate with lakes,
wetlands, and forested valleys. The Frontenac
Arch area has approximately 72% forest cover
and functions as a wildlife corridor to connect
species between the Algonquin Highlands and

Known as the Frontenac Arch Biosphere (FAB)
Reserve, the protected potion of this biodiversity
hotspot covers an area from Brockville and
Gananoque, extending north of Kingston
including Harrowsmith, Verona and Westport. It
encompasses and area of approximately 2,700
sq. km. – that’s roughly the same size as all of
Hong Kong.
16

Continued: Led by Local Volunteer Directors
the Appalachian mountain chain. Biosphere
reserves are nominated for their biodiversity and
the Frontenac Arch Biosphere Reserve is no
exception!”

Julie Servant, FABN Executive Director.
Photo by FABN

The guardians of the area are known as the FAB
Network and they include a mix of employees,
volunteers and financial supporters.
“The FAB Network is governed by a volunteer
board of directors of 12 members. They are
members of the Frontenac Arch community that
have a strong interest in conserving the unique
ecologically significant landscape of the Frontenac
Arch,” said Stephenson, adding the Frontenac Arch
is one of several such areas protected in Canada.
Canada’s 18 biosphere reserves has a
representative on the CBRA board. Each
biosphere reserve has its own organization that

“The Canadian Biosphere Reserve Association is
a separate organization that provides coordination
for national biosphere reserve projects. Each of
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Continued: Natural & Social Sciences
works to implement the mandate of UNESCO's
Man and the Biosphere Program. Each of the
organizations can have a different structure and
include not-for-profit organizations, charities,
university institutes, or social enterprises.”

Kelly
McGann,
FABN
Program
Manager.

The Man and the Biosphere program is an
intergovernmental scientific program that aims
to establish a scientific basis for enhancing the
relationship between people and their
environments. It combines the natural and social
sciences with a view to improving human
livelihoods and safeguarding natural and
managed ecosystems, thus promoting innovative
approaches to economic development that are
socially and culturally appropriate and
environmentally sustainable. The World Network
of Biosphere Reserves currently includes 714
sites in 129 countries all over the world, including
21 transboundary locations.

Photo by
FABN

Participants enjoyed this option and have already
started registering for the fall 2021 program.”

Through various funding initiatives, the FAB
Network receives larger program-related
contributions that it uses to enrich the lives of
residents around the area. While the pandemic
has meant a few changes and a lot less face-toface engagement, its nature programs have been
able to move forward despite COVID.

It has other learning tools that are much more on
the do-it-yourself side of the learning spectrum. “The
Lessons in a Backpack program turns the outdoors
into a classroom by providing curriculum-based
lessons centered around the environment. The
lesson plans are available on the website for anyone
to use. Kids learn about water conservation, animals,
soils, and more!”

“Our nature programs take place outdoors. We
were quickly able to adapt to COVID guidelines in
the summers of 2020/21 by creating cohorts at
each camp location. It takes more staffing to
make cohorts and for extra cleaning and
precautions. We have been fortunate to secure
Canada Summer Jobs wage subsidies for the last
two last years to help offset the extra costs,” she
said. “Nature camps expanded to include a day
camp in Rideau Lakes at Sand Lake in
collaboration with the township. We now run
nature camps in four locations: Landon Bay,
Kendricks Park, Mac Johnson and Sand Lake,
throughout July and August of each year.”

Sustainability is at the heart of the organization.
Teaching people to reduce their impact on the Earth
is one of the underlying principles of the Man and
the Biosphere program. FAB encourages people to
always consider adopting techniques for reducing
consumption.
According to Stephenson, some easy and
interesting ways to make changes in your life toward
sustainability include:
Use What You Have: Fixing what you have or
upcycling old materials into new DIY products e.g.:
decorating and using cardboard boxes for storage
instead of buying plastic storage bins, and even
converting old lamp fixtures into bird feeders.

FAB even developed additional programing
after COVID hit due to the increased demand.
“The forest and farm school started last year
(2020) in response to an anticipated need for
more educational opportunities outdoors.

Borrow: Libraries in Leeds Grenville don’t just have
books, they also have a lending pools of sports
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Continued: Shop Local Whenever Possible
equipment including skates, skis,
kayaks, and yard games. If you need a
piece of equipment they don’t have,
consider renting or borrowing from a
friend or a local “Buy Nothing” group
on Facebook.
Swap: Again, check out local groups
on social media.
Thrift: Buy used if you can.
Make: For those with plenty of time
and creativity!
Buy: Choosing local products and food
when possible reduces the emissions
that come from transporting the food
and other goods we consume.
Other Ideas: Make beeswax wraps,
reuse milk bags instead of new Ziploc
bags, crochet water balloons, print
double-sided, carrying reusable
cutlery and straws for meals on the
go, and practice water conservation at
home and at the lake.
While the program funding FAB
receives covers much of what the
public generally sees, there are a lot
of less glamorous functions that
money doesn’t pay for. That’s where
corporate and personal donations
come in.
“The funding for projects and
programs often come from grants

from private foundations or
from the government,”
explained Stephenson.
“However, most grants do not
cover the core operating costs
of non-profits like FABN, costs
such as administration. As a
result, donations are integral to
the operation of the FABN to
cover the day-to-day costs of
the organization such as
maintaining the website and
presenting to local groups.”
For anyone looking to get out
and enjoy what the FAB has to
offer, the group maintains
public spaces at Kendrick’s Park

in Brockville, Mallorytown
Recreation Park, Lorne Park in
Newboro, and the Gananoque
Trail. Of course with Frontenac
Provincial Park included in the FAB,
folks can even escape into nearbackwoods camping within less
than an hour’s drive of Kingston.
“The Biosphere has a list of
‘Amazing places’ that were
nominated by local communities as
being unique attractions that
people should visit in the
Biosphere. Our website also hosts
a repository of local trails from
Sydenham to Westport to
Brockville.”

SHOP IN STORE OR SHOP ONLINE
at Canada's Oldest General Store
613.376.7622
Open six days, CLOSED TUESDAYS
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Quinte Fall Water Draw Down Starts Soon
Quinte Conservation will be conducting the
annual fall dam draw down in the Moira and
Napanee regions on, or after, Tuesday, Oct. 12.
Shoreline residents can expect changing water
levels above and below the following structures:
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

Napanee Region
Upper Arden Dam below Big Clear Lake
Middle Arden Dam
Laraby Rapids Dam below Beaver Lake
Varty Lake Dam
James Lazier Dam
Bellrock Dam
13 Island Lake Dam
Second Depot Lake Dam
Moira Region
Skootamatta Lake Dam
Downey's Rapids Weir below Moira Lake
Caton's Weir below Stoco Lake
Lingham Lake Dam
Deerock Lake Dam
O’Hara Mill Dam

13 Island Lake Dam
Photo by Quinte Conservation

Property owners upstream from these structures can
expect water levels to decrease to normal fall levels and
should ensure that all boats, floating docks, and such
items have been removed before then.
Quinte Conservation is a community-based
environmental protection agency. It serves 18
municipalities in the watersheds of the Moira, Napanee
and Salmon Rivers and Prince Edward County. More
information about Quinte Conservation is available at
www.quinteconservation.ca.

Do you have a passion for some
aspect of our waterfront lifestyle and
long to share it with others?

Help
Wanted
Contract
Sales
Support

Are you looking for a way to combine
your love of people and lake life
with your career?

Our Lakes e-magazine is looking for an
independent contractor to handle a small
amount of commission-based sales work
related to our monthly publication.

Send us a sample piece.
Please remember: 1) Pictures make
every story better; 2) A one page
column in Our Lakes is about 400 words;
3) Our editorial deadline is the 20th
each month.
Email: editor@ourlakes.ca

You are outgoing, located somewhere in
the South Frontenac or Kingston area &
likely have at least a little experience doing
this sort of work (although not necessarily).
Please send your application to
John Curran, publisher@ourlakes.ca
OurLakes.ca

613-331-4444
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Plucked From Poland
with Passion
New Path Spa by Magda Sosin
Sculpts Success Through Respect & Education
As a young girl growing up in Poland,
Magdalena Sosin dreamt of another life. A
life of fine smelling lotions and oils, relaxing
spaces, white surfaces, artwork and
greenery… a life where education would
empower her to be the one calling the
shots.

Spa owner
Magda Sosin.
All photos
submitted

“I have always wanted to own my own
business,” she said. “Hungry for knowledge,
striving for greatness and growth, I started
to build towards my dream of owning a day
spa.”
She found her way a Polish aesthetics
school where she eventually graduated in
1995. At that point her dreams got packed
up along with what little else she had and
she moved a world away.
“Without any knowledge of English, I
immigrated to Canada,” said Sosin. “I was
given an opportunity by Loretta Fischer to
showcase my skills at her spa. At that time,
she owned Fischer’s The Spa Upstairs,
where I started as a co-op student. After
only a few shifts, she offered me a parttime job, as I was furthering my education

in Canada. I was very lucky to work with one
of the best aestheticians in Kingston.”
Sosin’s first experience in the industry
was extremely positive however, she
realized that she wanted a bigger challenge;
she wanted to take on her very own spa.
Through her years of experience, she
recognized how important employees are to
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Continued: Employees Make Success
the success of any venture, which she
has translated to her own business
today. She cites her team of workers as
the cornerstone of everything she
achieves.
“During my years of working in the
industry, I have learned that your pillars
of success are your employees,” she
explained.
“You and your business are only as
strong as your team and I have felt
unappreciated despite all the efforts I
put into growing another person’s
business many times in my career. This
was a big deciding factor that it was
time to make the dream of opening my
own spa come true.”
A few years back she started making
her life-long fantasy into reality, though
getting her business, New Path Spa by
Magda Sosin, to the stage it is at today
took time and patience. Finding the
right people to trust with her vision has
made all the difference.
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Continued: Always Open Communication
“I have an amazing team. It has taken me a
long time to find the right people and it didn't
come easy. Throughout the years, I went
through a lot of growing pains, and it taught
me some important lessons,” she explained.
“Having good and open communication with
employees is one of the most important
lessons. Showing employees you care about
their wellbeing and providing support
wherever possible; not just showing but
specifically making [their needs] a priority. As
well, being understanding and flexible makes
people want to work harder because they feel
appreciated. I am here to guide them, but
more importantly I am here to support them
to reach their full potential.”
Being respected and supported in their
professional life is high on most people’s list
of wants and aesthetician Taylor King is no
different.
Island Septic Pump-Out
Septic System Installs
New Build /Renovations /
Restorations

Aestheticians Taylor King, Anne Matiowsky and
Andrea Maccrae.

“I am very lucky to have found such an amazing
workplace. Of course Magda is my boss, however I
consider her to be more of a mentor,” she explained.
“She is thoughtful and always concerned about
others. Magda has a magnetic energy. Her laugh and
smile are truly infectious! She is always guiding
herself and her team to achieve excellence. Her
uplifting spirit is one of the reasons I was drawn to

Homes /Cottages /Docks /Boathouses
All Welding Needs
Marine Transport of Materials and
Equipment

IMC is the marine operating division of Greg and John Fleming
Construction serving customers up and down the Rideau since 1987.
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613-349-9655
gregkfleming01@gmail.com

Continued: COVID Meant Time to Study
New Path Spa. I loved the feeling of welcome you
receive the moment you step foot into the spa.
You know you belong here right away.”

For King, she’s embraced Sosin’s approach and
is eager to add new skills and build her knowledge
as an aesthetician.

Keeping her employees like King, and fellow
aestheticians Andrea Maccrae and Anne
Matiowsky, among her priorities and investing in
their success and future growth as professionals
is a commitment Sosin takes extremely seriously.

“Currently, I am embarking on a new journey in
my career. I used the time during the lockdown to
learn permanent makeup from the best – of
course I’m referring to Magda,” she said. “I’m
looking forward to continuing my growth in the
industry. I have a long list of courses I want to
take. I think it’s important to make learning a
priority. Every person in the aesthetics industry
has room for growth. Each day we are learning
from each other and/or situations. It’s always
exciting to see what knowledge tomorrow will
bring!”

“Learning is the foundation of my business. It
helps us to strive to be better at what we do in
our personal or professional lives,” she said. “I
wanted to extend my training by learning
different techniques from other parts of the
world to introduce various types of techniques
that will make us unique. By extending the
knowledge we’ve learned through providing new
services for our clients, we can continue to grow
and provide exceptional choices for our clients.
Our industry is constantly evolving and we have
to keep up with new trends everyday.”

While COVID brought a little extra time to
study, it has also meant many changes around the
spa itself too in terms of procedures, physical
barriers, sanitizer and masks. Incorporating those
into an environment where people come to

We have added additional
Introduction to Pickleball sessions
and are now taking registrations
for both Beginner Level I and
Beginner Level II.

Like us on
Facebook!

Come see what all the excitement
is about!
Contact Kelli at 613-545-5288 or
email kattgrrrl@gmail.com for
more information, we look forward
to seeing you on the courts!
Paddles Up!
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Continued: Strives for Great First Impressions
escape the anxiety of the pandemic without
sacrificing the overall relaxing vibe was critical.
“The safety of our clients is our first priority,”
stressed Sosin. “We have implemented prescreening questionnaires and temperature
checks, along with contact tracing for our clients
each time they enter our spa. We encourage a
touch-free environment. Where this is not
possible, we are routinely sanitizing after each
use. The safety of my employees and clients are
at the heart of every decision, and we continue
to go above and beyond to ensure the health
and safety of everyone who visits.”
Of course sanitizing and cleanliness have
always been part of Sosin’s process. She does
her best to always view her business as a new
visitor would when walking through the door for
the first time. “When opening New Path Spa, my
main goal was for the clients who entered our
space to feel comfortable. I tried to see the spa
from their perspective and made the space
welcoming and cozy without compromising
professional look. As everyone knows, first
impressions are important,” she said. “Every
year I have been improving and upgrading
different areas of our 1,200 square feet space. I
am looking forward to expanding New Path Spa
in the future.”
Her space may be compact but high-end spa
destinations like Banff, Phoenix and Honolulu
don’t really have anything on her as far as
services go and her prices are much more

Magda Sosin’s Recent Aesthetics Education & Credentials:
✓ Phi Royal Artist 2017
✓ 5 Star Academy Powder/ Ombré Brow Certification 2018
with Kristina Malnicenco
✓ 2019 in Peru Brows, Eyeliner, Lips Certification with
Raina Troskaya
✓ 2020 Certification of Advanced Course Pixelated Brows,
soft Eyeliner, Aquarelle Lips with Elena Blinova
Certified Professionals:
✓ 2014 BBP Certified in Blood Borne Pathogenic Organisms
✓ 2014 Brow Design Technician Certification by Centre for
Permanent Makeup (Instructor, Maureen K. Williams)
✓ 2016 Microblading Permanent Makeup Certificate from
Broadway Beauty in Krakow, Poland
✓ 2016 Certified PhiBrows Microblading Artist with Branko
Babic Microblading Academy (listed on
www.phibrows.com world map artist)
✓ Phi Brows Perfection Training 2017
✓ Phi Royal Artist 2017
✓ 5 Star Academy Powder/ Ombré Brow Certification 2018
with Kristina Malnicenco
✓ 2019 in Peru Brows, Eyeliner, Lips Certification with
Raina Troskaya
✓ 2020 Certification of Advanced Course Pixelated Brows,
soft Eyeliner, Aquarelle Lips with Elena Blinova
reasonable. “I do believe that personal services
are not a luxury, they are a necessity to our overall
wellbeing. We maintain high standards without
trimming costs by being more efficient. Everyone
deserves a service that provides an exceptional
experience at a good value.”
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Meet the Miraculous Monarch Butterfly
Most recognize the monarch butterfly or Danaus plexippus, Greek for
“sleepy transformation.” The name evokes the species’ ability to
hibernate and metamorphize. Each adult butterfly lives only about four to
five weeks. Monarch butterflies embark on a marvelous migratory
phenomenon. They travel between 1,200 and 2,800 miles or more from
the United States and Canada to central Mexican forests. There the
butterflies hibernate in the mountain forests, where a less extreme
climate provides them a better chance to survive.
Photo by
Loyal to the Foil

Foiled Again…

The Race is On!

Reaching speeds of up to 30 mph on his eFoil, Phill Yendt – owner of Kingston and area Lift affiliate
Loyal to the Foil – would hardly be challenged if this were a real race. What’s interesting is all
three water toys seen above are leaving almost the same wake. Which one would you rather ride?
For more awesome eFoil content, check out his Facebook page.
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Following History’s Tracks
Kingston Author
Eric Gagnon Talks Writing
and Self-Publishing

release of his latest book, Stories on the
Waterfront: A Curated Collection of Memories and
Photos of Kingston Harbour. Please enjoy our
conversation about his passion, his process and
even a prediction or two.

Our Lakes is a huge supporter of all things creative
– especially creative people, creative people like Eric
Gagnon.

Our Lakes: This is your eighth book now, you’re
very prolific. Where did the idea for Stories on the
Waterfront come from? Are there subjects
specifically in this book that you felt didn’t fit with
your others, which have tended to have a rail
focus?

While Our Lakes readers already know him best as
the writer of our four-part historical feature titled
Rails & Lakes, Gagnon is an author and historian
whose list of titles already included Smoke on the
Waterfront: The Trains, Ships and Industries of
Kingston Harbour, Trains & Grains Volume 1 & 2:
Grain Elevators in Manitoba and Saskatchewan
1976-1986, and the four volumes related to his
Trackside with VIA collection. All are available for
purchase direct from the author on his website
https://booksbyericgagnon.blogspot.com/.
We caught up with this extremely prolific scribe
with a knack for reviving the past following the
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Eric Gagnon: All my books have a common
thread – a need to organize material for my own
reference. If that sounds self-indulgent, maybe it
is! But I don’t stop there. I’ve found that there are
many others who can benefit from the same
information that I’ve organized, in book form.
Both my books on Kingston’s waterfront history
were born out of research I was doing to build my
home model railway layout – Kingston’s Hanley
Spur. Other subjects I’m interested in – ships and
history – came into play and were directly
involved with the trains.

Continued: Writes to Organize
OL: You use a technique
juxtaposing historic photos
against modern backgrounds with
tremendous results. Where did
the idea to do this come from?
EG: ‘Dear Photograph’ is a
website to which everyday people
can post photos they’ve taken.
Most of these are very meaningful
and poignant, like a family photo
taken in front of their childhood
home, juxtaposed with a current
photo. It’s a way of sharing with
others the scenes we see in our
mind’s eye. I took these photos
holding up black and white
archival photos of Kingston and
featured them in colour on my
new book’s cover.
OL: You seem to be a man of
many interests. In terms of rail
history, where did that come
from? Photography, how long
have you been doing that and
how did you get involved in it?
And, writing, how did you end up
being an author?
EG: My Dad was an avid train
enthusiast and train rider. He
worked for Canadian Pacific for a
short time before becoming a high
school English teacher. He was
great at documenting things. My
brother and I followed in his
footsteps with our blogs. I have no
doubt that if my Dad had been
born later, he would have started
up several blogs or websites! My
photography is documentary, not
artistic in nature. Writing seems
to come naturally, as long as it is
about something I enjoy. If not, it
seems like drudgery. People often
say, “Write what you know.”

Photo by George Lilley/
Queen’s University Archives

Instead, I find myself writing
what I want to learn more
about. Experts don’t write
books. Books make their
writers more knowledgeable.
OL: This new book includes a
curated collection of 150 black
and white photos. How many
do you figure you went
through during your research
to narrow it down to those
that made the cut? How long
did that process take?
EG: A major goal of my two
books on Kingston has been to
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share with readers images
from the Queen’s University
Archives. Seldom seen, but an
amazing amount of material.
The Archives staff have been
very helpful, and I copied
about 2,000 images with their
assistance. To say thank you,
$1 from each book sold is
donated to the Archives to
support their important work.
Formatting each photo, taken
from a negative, takes me
about 10 minutes. To make
the cut, I used post-it notes
with a thumbnail and caption

Continued: George Lilley’s Photos
of each photo, stuck to a large puzzle-board!
OL: You have an awesome collection of old
photographs. Where did those come from?
Do you have any favourites that you could
highlight in particular and explain the context
of why you like them specifically?
EG: Kingston’s own George Lilley (19182003) was quite a prolific freelance and
Kingston Whig-Standard photographer. His
collection of over 20,000 negatives was
donated to the Queen’s Archives, and it is a
true treasure trove. George photographed car
accidents, weddings, ribbon-cuttings as well
as scenes of ordinarily, daily life. He seemed
to have a soft spot for photographing trains!

Above: A horrible accident. Below: The same
accident injected with humanity. Photos by George
Lilley/Queen’s University Archives

Comparing two photos of a collision
involving a CPR mixed train, powered by
steam locomotive 437, shows George’s
photographer-eye. One shows a pick-up truck
that collided with the train and was pushed
from the level crossing some distance down
the line. (No exact location accompanies the
photos.) The other photo shows the
policemen and spectators helping to move the
twisted wreckage off the track as the train
crew looks on from both edges of the scene.
Dry news versus human drama! Another
photo shows George’s creative side. Taken on
a sunny autumn day, notice how the timbers
lining the platform at Verona station lead the
viewer’s eye down the weedy rails past the
now-quiet station. His use of shadow and
framing and including the ‘VERONA’ sign
prominently give a sense of location as well as
artistry.

gets all the credit for getting me started shaping
my books, and Dave and Gloria Allan and their
printing staff do an excellent job! Bryan
graciously came out of retirement to design two
of my books about my travels in Western
Canada. Now, Debbie Traves does the graphic
design work brilliantly. I email her text, photos
and captions, and out comes the professionallyprinted finished product. It’s great to work with a
responsive local company.

OL: How do you publish your books? Do
you do all the work yourself or do you have
services you work with? How does the
process work?

OL: How did you get involved with VIA as that
seems like it was a very interesting and fruitful
relationship for you?

EG: I’m very fortunate to have Bryan
Babcock as a friend. Bryan worked at Allan
Graphics on Binnington Court in Kingston, and
he specialized in helping people get their own
books published. As a graphic designer, Bryan

EG: A fellow rail enthusiast asked for
photocopies of all the notes I’d taken of passing
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Continued: First Books on VIA
VIA Rail trains. Those notes filled a shoebox,
so I decided that creating my first book would
be a good way to organize and share the
results. So, I have Jakob Mueller to thank for
the inspiration for my first book that was
published 10 years ago. My books on VIA Rail
show today’s trains and the historic 1970s
equipment as well. That’s not necessarily the
image that VIA Rail wants to portray today!
Fortunately, there are a lot of fans of VIA’s 40year history.

Eric
Gagnon’s
new book.

OL: There’s been a lot of talk of new rail
lines to and through cottage country including
a new rail connection between Ottawa and
the Kawartha’s running to the north of Our
Lakes. At one point, Sharbot Lake was even
slated to be a stop. Do you think Canada is
heading toward a rebirth of passenger rail
travel? How do you feel about that?

passengers from one big city to another. I
believe that will continue, with high-speed or
high-frequency rail travel geared to stopping
as few places as possible. The new rail lines
will be very expensive to build, and if
communities contribute, they should also
reap some of the rewards.

EG: It seems that VIA Rail will continue to
stand on its shaky political mandate
indefinitely. The Windsor-Quebec City
Corridor is its financial core, and likely its
future. VIA relies on passengers riding to and
from the big cities, not necessarily smaller
communities. The death knell of the ‘Kick and
Push’ was everyone having a car. It seems rail
travel will never dethrone the car as the mode
of travel for the majority of us.

OL: Is there anything else you’d like to add
that you feel I’ve missed in my questions that
you think people would find interesting to
learn as part of this piece?
EG: I would like to thank you for featuring
local railway history in Our Lakes. There is so
much fascinating history to learn, and I’m
proud to play a small role in its sharing. Not
only have the railways been instrumental in
opening up this area, but we are fortunate to
still enjoy their legacy in the form of multi-use
trails, and the rich social history snapshots the
railways have left behind.

I hope I’m proven wrong on this, but except
for the lore of the local Kingston & Pembroke
Railway, most trains through the Our Lakes
area have existed to get goods and

Hardware & Auto
Tech Sales &
Service
All Types

139 Main Street Seeley’s Bay 613-978-3474
info@FishermansHardwareAndAuto.shop
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Snowbirds Flyby Our Lakes
All photos by Susan Curran
Our Lakes and the surrounding area was treated to a free
show last month courtesy of Canada’s precision flying aces, the
Snowbirds.
On their way to Gatineau, Que., for an event there Sept. 1112, the flyby over much of eastern Ontario happened Sept. 8.
At about 1:40 p.m. the team went over the Kingston area with
the planes flying 1,000 feet above onlookers. They later landed
at the Kingston airport to refuel and overnight before
continuing east the next morning. The return trip enroute to
an event in Stratford, Ont., on Sept. 15, was far less
choreographed and more about getting from one place to
another. The team began a U.S. tour at the end of the month
with shows in Sacramento, Ca., Huntington Beach, Ca., and
Houston, Tx., before heading to their home base of Moose
Jaw, Sask., on Oct. 15.
While in Kingston, former RMC officer cadet and now Capt.
Arpit Mahajan took the time to pose for a quick photo and
answered a few questions from curious spectators. He was
born in Chandigarh, India, and moved to Canada at the age of
7. He grew up in Delta, B.C., and began his path in aviation
when he earned his private pilot license in 2011. He joined the
Canadian Armed Forces the following year under the Regular
Officer Training Plan (ROTP) and graduated from the Royal
Military College of Canada in 2016 with a bachelor’s degree in
Business Administration.
After earning his wings on the CT-156 Harvard II in 2017, he
was offered an exciting opportunity to join the Canadian
Forces Snowbirds upon completion of his training at 2
Canadian Forces Flying Training School in Moose Jaw. Posted
to 431 Air Demonstration Squadron in 2017, he spent a year
gaining flying experience on the CT-114 Tutor before moving
into the Advance and Safety Pilot position as Snowbird 10. He
has since flown over 800 hours for the military and now flies as
Snowbird 2 in the Inner Right Wing position.
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Capt. Arpit
Mahajan

Ladies of
Depth

Lisa Collins Bumbala prepares
to Scuba dive in Buck Lake.

Buck Lake Divers
Helps Women Find
Strength Here
and Beyond
Story by Luis Bumbala
All photos by Luis Bumbala, Lisa Collins
Bumbala and Sue Berezny
There is a growing group of women who
share both a love of Buck Lake and a need
to descend deep below its surface as a
release and respite from the complicated
lives they live.
Since 1940 Scuba had been a maledominated sport. But just like on dry land,
gone are the days of men ruling the
underwater world, too. There is a new
revolution taking place in the world of
underwater exploration. In truth women
have shaped the world of Scuba as much as
if not more than guys – experiences like
tuning in to watch Sea Hunt or the
Underwater World of Jacques Cousteau, not
withstanding.
Zale Parry is to this day called the First
Lady of Diving. Zale was an underwater
photographer and actress as far back as
1954.
There’s also Dr. Sylvia Earl, an American
oceanographer, explorer and marine
biologist. She led the first all female team of
Support Grassroots Journalism Today
If you always tip the pizza driver, why not do the same for the local scribe?
Reader donations help ensure we can continue publishing.
E-transfer all gratuities to: john@curranandassociates.com
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Continued: New Female Scuba Divers
aquanauts as part of the Tektite 2
underwater habitats research group
back in 1970.
Today there is a new female base
of devotees, influential women like
Jill Heinerth, a women cave diver. In
the opinion of many, the best in the
world.

From its island
hub, Buck Lake
Divers helped
five women get
certified in
Scuba this past
summer.

Becky Kagan Schott is known for
her underwater photography and
cinematography.
The growing popularity of Scuba –
combined with social media and new
technology – is transforming Scuba,
creating more public role models
and even more women are getting
into diving and sharing their
photography and stories for the
world to enjoy. A group of women
formed a not-for-profit underwater
club of over 20,000 members.
Marine Diaries educates underwater
enthusiasts about underwater ocean
science and exploration.
I should explain, I am myself a
Professional Association of Diving
Instructors-certified (PADI) Scuba
Instructor and I have educated
and/or certified, across all my
licenses, close to 1,000 Scuba divers
to date. From National Defence to
Police, Fire and Rescue, even various
government workers doing jobs
related to biology and archaeology. I
can say without a shadow of a
doubt, for reasons that I have yet to
fully understand, women often make
better Scuba divers than guys,
especially when diving in stressful
situations that would make most
humans panic.
Back in the 1980s, Lisa Collins
(who later became my wife) decided
to become a certified Scuba diver.
Other than once being a figure

skater, she hated physical
education. Lisa was a selfdescribed math and accounting
nerd. Nowadays she is a
Manager of Financial Officers
with DND. She is an Alpha for
certain, but with a fear of
spiders and dark places. She
perseveres as a diver and
follows her dive partner down to
incredible depths.
Back when she first started,
Ottawa-based CJOH television
was looking for clips to fill the
opening credits of its program
Regional Contact. They ended
up using footage I shot of Lisa
diving on a shipwreck in almost
100 feet of water with
temperatures well below 6C.
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Some of you may remember
the scene, CJOH actually ran
those opening credits for years –
a young woman behind the
wheel of a sunken ship looking
out into the dark abyss. She
pretended to be in a storm and
saluted as she spun the wheel of
the old shipwreck, the George A.
Marsh.
At the time, long before the
arrival of zebra mussels and
other changes to the ecosystem,
visibility at the bottom of Lake
Ontario was five feet at best. So
why did she do this, being afraid
of dark places like she was? Lisa
admitted secretly that it was in
part an escape for her from her
male dominated office.

Continued: Retired Colonel New To It
Learn

It empowered her to do what
Navy divers did.

Lisa became an adventurer Scuba
diving well below 110 feet on
shipwrecks and coral reefs. (In her
spare time she had the Navy check
her for dangerous nitrogen bubbles
close to her heart at a test facility in
Toronto.) She went on to become
my teaching assistant, a tremendous
mentor to other women in diving
and my partner in life.
The last few years during COVID
have arguably been challenging for
all Scuba instructors and places of
underwater education. Apart from
private ventures most underwater
activities came to a full stop. Our
little group, Buck Lake Divers, is a
grassroots private Scuba club
operating, you guessed it, right here
on Buck Lake. We’re not a store or
anything like a dive shop, more of a
Scuba consulting operation taking
pride in privately teaching one
student at a time, often for different
reasons depending on the
individual’s situation.
Apart from one very nice young
man this summer, I have otherwise
exclusively taught some of the
strongest women imaginable. I
learned a few stories and they all
became licensed divers in 2021.
Cher is one of our new lady divers
who learned through our club. She is
a retired Colonel from the military
who served in Afghanistan. She
wanted to make a difference, to be a
role model for anyone who wanted
to go the extra mile. As a Colonel she
was a skilled leader of men and
women in her circle of discipline.
What she had not planned for was
the sudden pain in her chest as she

Cher is seen
here with author
and instructor
Luis Bumbala.

stumbled to her feet one day.
Unless you are there, it’s hard to
imagine what a nightmare a
rocket attack must be. Surviving
one and coming home changes
you beyond any physical
wounds.
Cher is now retired. She came
back to Buck Lake this summer
to visit old friends and to learn
Scuba. This woman inspired us
with her stories. She has done a
lot in her life, this time deciding
to scratch Scuba diving off her
list. Buck Lake in the spring is
cold but clear due to the algae
growth being low at that time of
year. Being a little older, early
60s, Cher has some mobility
challenges but executed her
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skills like a young Private in her
teens. Toward the end of her
training, she took off her mask
and cleared it in 30 feet of water
and smiled. “All in a day's work,”
she later said. Strong willed and
determined, she completed all
her skills and is now one of Buck
Lake’s Ladies of the Lake having
gone home certified.
Linda is another Lady of the
Lake who has fallen in love with
diving here no matter the
conditions. She has been down
in early spring conditions with a
wetsuit as well as mid-summer
with just her bathing suit. She is
a Public Health Nurse and during
this pandemic has found her
own mental health relief diving

Continued: Lake is Dark & Cold at Depth
in Buck Lake. She has said
numerous times that this place is
healing and the feeling of zero
gravity underwater rejuvenates
her. She sees why we are so
passionate about the Lake we have
to enjoy.
Buck Lake is a limestone and
sand bottom, rocky waterbody
with areas of heavy silt; it’s dark
and cold at depth. Visibility ranges
from 20 feet to zero. In places
there are caves and other unique
features to this area. Buck is not at
all the warm Caribbean that
everyone thinks of when they think
about Scuba diving. However, Buck
is full of fish and plenty of marine
creatures to look at. In my opinion
diving in Canadian freshwater lakes
can be more physically demanding,
but even more rewarding and
enjoyable.
Linda overcame her fear of being
underwater by enjoying the beauty
that the lake has to offer. In a very
short time she became part of the
underwater habitat, frequently
swimming with the resident fish.
It goes without question that
Scuba diving brings people
together. It is an activity that
allows couples to travel, explore
and share a bond together. For the
most part, couples Scuba dive
together.
Sue Berezny and her husband
Gary love Buck Lake; they have a
cottage on its largest island, also
named Buck. I asked her to explain
her Scuba story. In her words:
“It all began in the summer of
2008. Our sons, who are certified
Scuba divers, brought some gear
out to the cottage, and they

Linda is a Public
Health Nurse who
is new to Scuba.

convinced their dad to try it. He
was fascinated by the ability to
be able to breathe underwater,
and see what the shoreline, the
fish, and the raft looked like
from beneath the surface.
“Gary was immediately
hooked and decided to sign up
for a Scuba course. I was not
enthusiastic about this. First of
all we always tried to invest in
our relationship together if we
could. However, since the idea
of diving seemed a bit terrifying
to me, I was reluctant to join
him,” said Sue.
“But, Scuba diving is a buddy
sport. You have to go with a
buddy, and so I felt I needed to
give this a try. Once we were
both certified, and after gaining
some confidence with a few
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other divers, we had the
opportunity to go to the
Caribbean to dive.
“The water there is warm,
crystal clear, with colorful coral
and exotic fish. Scuba diving
opened up an entirely new
world of wonders to me.
Exploring the world beneath the
sea is like exploring another
planet, full of strange exotic,
colourful sea life. Doing it
weightless feels like flying! It’s
amazingly relaxing to be
beneath the sea. With the fish
weightless, with only the sound
of my bubbles, surprisingly not
terrifying at all. As Scuba
buddies, Gary and I learned to
help each other suit up, do
equipment checks, and follow
each other. We share regular
“OK” signs and look for

Continued: Women’s Dive Day
landmarks together on the sea
bottom to help find our way back.
And of course signalling each other
when we have something exciting we
want to share. Now I must admit that
I absolutely love Scuba diving. I've
come a long way, and it all began on
Buck Lake in 2008.”

Sue Berezny and
husband Gary share
some of their
Caribbean Scuba
memories below.

Moving forward the diving
community continues to embrace the
contributions women continue to
make, whether as professionals or
recreational sport divers. We
recognize the strength such divers
have, and what diving can mean to a
person’s welfare and empowerment.
If you are starting a new phase of life
and looking for hobbies, consider
thinking outside of traditional
retirement activities like golf or
pickleball and give Scuba a try. You
might be surprised by the world it
opens up to you.
While exact numbers are a little
tough to come by, in 2016 the Sport
and Fitness Industry Association
reported that 32% of all Scuba divers
were female. That’s not a bad
number considering historical
equipment challenges they’ve faced
over the years, like having to wear
wetsuits and equipment designed for
men that did not always fit properly.
Fortunately, the Scuba diving industry
now caters to all body sizes, shapes
and styles.
Since 2014, PADI has recognized a
day in mid-July each year as Women’s
Dive Day with celebrations all over
the world. It estimates the event has
actually led to a 2.2% increase in the
number of women getting their
recreational diving certificate.
Absolutely spectacular – way to go
to all the Ladies of the Lake, here at
the Buck and elsewhere.
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Moose of the Month
“A bull moose in the late afternoon
sunlight,” said photographer Ron Acklin.
For more great moose content, check out
Moose Lovers!

To access a larger, browser-based version of this graphic, visit the Visual Capitalist.
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Elves & Fairies Again
Flit Around Draper Lake
Fantasy in the Forest
Art Show Wows with
Triumphant Late
Summer Comeback
For more than 25 years Jamie Brick has
invited select artists from around the
country to help him transform the old
apple orchard on his property into a
fantastical land of elves, kings, fairies and
jesters.
COVID actually derailed the quarter
century celebrations last year and when
this July’s show was also cancelled it felt
like 2021 would again be a total wash.
But with more than a little magic and
pixie dust – to say nothing of the
hundreds of hours of volunteer labour
involved – the Fantasy in the Forest Art
Show made its glorious return to Draper
Lake Road just outside Perth Road Village
over the Labour Day long weekend.

Above: Jessica Marriott enjoyed getting to be her ‘elf’
for the day. Below: A just king, Jamie Brick leads his
people with plenty of mirth and merriment.

“We had a massive amount of work to do … it’s funny how
the property really grew up in the two years since our last
show in 2019. Each year we also add another structure or
two so we continue to enhance the village feel of the
property,” said The King of the Forest, aka Brick. “Now that
the day is here, I’m having a lot of fun.”
He certainly wasn’t the only one.
“This is my absolute favourite event,” said Kristi Bird, a
painter displaying her wildlife and landscape works done in
acrylic. “Four years ago I came for my first one and I’ve been
coming here ever since.”
Bird was sharing a booth with fellow painter Robin Laffier.
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Kristi Bird, above, really enjoys dressing up for the Perth Road area show and was glad to be
back after two years. She was sharing a booth with newbie Robin Laffier, below, seen here
with his piece depicting the old Newboro Bridge just above one of the old jitney in Crosby.

Continued: All Manner of Works
“I love it here. This is my
first time exhibiting and it’s so
much fun,” he said. His works
mainly focus on recapturing
historic scenes from around
the Our Lakes area, such as,
the former Newboro Bridge
which has since been replaced;
or the old jitney, a smaller buslike vehicle that followed the
rails to get kids to school in
Athens from all the small
towns along the BrockvilleWestport Railway, like Crosby.
“I focus on older, historic stuff
more than new things.”
Every year there are a few
new exhibitors permitted to
join the fray in Brick’s

enchanted forest. “It’s a juried
show … we attract artists from
all over who want to exhibit
here. We have a lot from
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Quebec, Toronto, Niagara-onthe-Lake. We look specifically
for imaginative things, not
strictly fantasy.”

Continued: More than 40 Vendors
This year’s lone show
attracted approximately 40
vendors, which is typical for
the Labour Day weekend
event. The July show is
generally a bit larger with
60-80 artists and crafters
flocking to the forest to have
fun and sell their wares.
Jewelry maker Tanya
McCormick has been
exhibiting at eight of Brick’s
shows now and it is her
favourite of the selling
season for more reasons
than one. “I love the feel,
there’s just such an energy.
It’s like a whimsical version
Jewelry maker Tanya McCormick said the Fantasy in the Forest Art
of Comicon,” she said. “I go
Show is her most lucrative event of the year… and the most fun.
to bigger shows but this is
my biggest one each year in terms of sales.”
Sue Peters wasn’t in costume but she was no
less
enthusiastic about the festivities. “It’s
She and her boothmate were both dressed in
wonderful, there’s just such imagination here!
period costume and looked the part of old-time
We always need artists, but especially right now
metalsmiths as they did their best to keep up with
with everything that’s going on … they have so
brisk demand around their display on the Saturday
much to teach us.”
morning.
Brick echoed that sentiment.

“Oh this is beautiful. I just love copper!” said a
very happy Katherine Hooton while walking away
with a pair of handcrafted earrings.

“Particularly in tough times like these, fantasy
always seems to come back into fashion,” he
said. “I think people just need a break.”

Pointing to the crowd, McCormick added the
people coming out this year are really into it, too.
“It’s been a little slower for straight numbers
because of COVID, but everyone is being respectful
and not touching items unless they are buying them
and most people are wearing masks,” she said. “It’s
our first year back in two years, it’s great seeing
everyone in costume – even a lot of the customers.”

The show is a special one for many exhibitors
as it includes a large social component you don’t
typically get in more traditional circles.
“Normally at big shows like this the artists are
all busy and don’t get to visit one another,” said
Brick. “On the Saturday night we host the Mad
Hatter’s Tea Party so everyone can see everyone
else and relax for an evening.”

Customers like Kingston’s Jessica Marriott, who
was making her first visit to the show and was
dressed as an elven princess. “I’ve been to a
renaissance fair in northern New York, but I’ve never
been to anything like this around here,” she said.
“It’s great, you can dress up and just be your elf!”

For Oliver Schindler, aka The Tinkerer, the
Fantasy in the Forest Art Show is like a special
homecoming. Now 15 and sharing a booth with
his sister Sophia DeLuca, 17, and her Jekyll Hyde
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Continued: Grew Up at the Show
Designs, Schindler attended
his first such event as a
newborn with his parents,
skilled goldsmiths who now
call Fergus, Ont., home.

Oliver Schindler and his sister Sophia DeLuca have been
attending the Fantasy in the Forest Art Show since they were
babies and now they are exhibiting their own creations.
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“We’re set up in the
treehouse, it’s perfect,” he
said explaining they have their
booth at ground level and up
in the loft a couple of Ikea
mattresses make for a comfy
night’s sleep. “We’ve been
coming since we were babies.
A couple of years ago we
started working in the booths
helping other artists and now
we have our own booth. It’s
such a fun show.”

A Canoe Day at Slide Lake
Back Lake Bassin’
in Splendid Isolation
All photos courtesy of
Lynne and Jim Hendry
Can you imagine what it was
like to arrive at your favourite
lake 100 years ago when your
chances of seeing someone
else over the course of a day’s
fishing was a lot less likely than
filling your stringer?
If you long to experience
that feeling for yourself, check
out one of the smaller lakes our
area has to offer, like Slide Lake
for example. Pack a picnic, your
paddle and a light action
spinning rod and go play with
the bass for the day.
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CP 6621 switches freight cars on CP’s
trackage across Ontario Street from
City Hall. My Dad snapped this photo
during a family vacation in Kingston on
August 19, 1963. (L.C. Gagnon photo)

When Kingston was a Rail Town
By Eric Gagnon
Ontario’s urban growth of the late 19th Century
required lumber, minerals, and wood for pulp. All
these commodities were available north of Kingston,
to be extracted and exploited by railway lines not yet
built. Several proposed railways were promoted for
the Kingston area: in 1846, the Wolfe Island,
Kingston & Toronto Railway; in 1853, the Cataraqui
& Peterborough Railway; in 1854, the Kingston &
Smiths Falls Railway; in 1856 the Kingston &
Newburgh Railway; in 1868, the Kingston &
Frontenac Railway; in 1869, the Kingston & Madoc
Railway.
Only one was successful – the Kingston &
Pembroke (K&P) Railway. With a planned northern
terminus on the Ottawa River and crossing two of its
tributaries – the Mississippi and the Madawaska – all
three rivers could bring forth lumber traffic.
Development and settlement supplies could be
shipped north, with agriculture and resource
products shipped back south – to Kingston and
beyond!
Later leased by Canadian Pacific, the line is still
referred to in the local area as the K&P or in the
vernacular, the Kick and Push. It was a lifeline
connecting many small communities to a world that
their inhabitants had little connection to, or interest
in. Without the K&P and its southern terminus at
Kingston, the city might have only had one railway
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Rails &
Lakes
Part 4

reach its waterfront, not two. In the early
natural resource exploitation and
transportation boom, a year-round timber
supply not hampered by winter freeze-up,
unlike river transport, was desirable. The K&P
only reached Renfrew to the north, not its
namesake city of Pembroke, though earlier
promoters were keen to link Lake Ontario
with the mighty Ottawa River. A connection
to a transcontinental line was also desirable,
potentially adding traffic and receiving a
share of that traffic.
With its request to build on Fort Frontenac
lands refused, the K&P instead settled on
Place d’Armes in 1873. Its principal address
was listed as Place d’Armes in 1885. The

Continued: K&P Built Around Kingston
original station of the K&P in Kingston was built
there. A small two-stall engine shed and turntable
was nearby, in use between 1877 and 1883, and
the track continued across the water via a
causeway to North Street.
From there, construction started north. Eleven
acres of what was deemed swamp were filled in
to provide land for the K&P yard, roundhouse,
and turntable along the Inner Harbour. The track
then crossed the Grand Trunk Railway (GTR) at a
diamond crossing protected by semaphore
signals. The K&P car shop, built along Montreal
Street, would burn in 1905 after some years of
disuse. Still standing nearby is the Depot School,
designed by John Power and opened in 1873. The
K&P crossed the Grand Trunk by means of a
diamond, west of the CN Outer Station.

Steam locomotive CP 459’s engineer. February 12,

Although the K&P had negotiated running
rights with the GTR from River Street to near
Brock and Ontario Streets in 1886, it requested
and was approved construction of its own track

between Brock Street and the K&P passenger
station across from City Hall. Built in 1885 at a
cost of $12,000 and measuring 65 x 24 feet, the

Butter Tarts, Pies,
Pastries & Cookies
Rolls & Bread
Fully Cooked “Grab & Go Meals”
3748 O’Neil Lane, Inverary, ON
Open Year Round – (613) 653-2783
mrsgarrettsbakeshop@gmail.com

MrsGarrettsBakeShop
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1948. (Queen’s University Archives photo)

CP conductor ‘Uncle Lou,’ a distant in-law of the author, with another member of the mixed-train
crew next to the wooden passenger coach in the 1930s. (Photo supplied by Keitha Pixley)

Continued: Kingston Station Still Used
stone station included stone from the demolished
Market Battery nearby and it still stands. Designed
by William Newlands, main floor wider central
curved windows as well as other curved windows
were crowned with coloured art glass fanlights. The
bellcast roof featured six gabled dormers and a
patterned slate covering topped by iron fringe work.
The interior was finished in natural woods. A 125foot covered passageway led to the station baggage
room. With the end of passenger service, the
baggage room was demolished on February 29,
1960. In the 1920s, large floral CPR lettering was
part of the decorative station gardens. CP built a
freight shed closer to the lake, and it was
demolished in 1966. The station is still in use as
Kingston’s Visitor Information Centre.
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Two-thirds of total freight tonnage carried by
the K&P in 1890 was lumber, and it was being
rapidly depleted. There was little fertile soil to
produce successful crops. In the K&P era, Snow
Road held the distinction of being the single
station shipping the most maple syrup in the
Dominion of Canada. Mines produced apatite,
lead, talc, feldspar, graphite, and mica. Shipped
to Kingston and forwarded by the James
Richardson Company to markets in the United
States and Europe, these mineral deposits were
comparatively small. For instance, the Wilbur
mine near Lavant, yielded 143,000 tons
between 1886 and 1900. It was said that in 1903
there was hardly a prospector in Ontario who
searched beyond Frontenac and Hastings

Continued: Freight Volumes Low
counties. It was also said that a
year later, there was not a
prospector who would remain
in the area! New and far-away
prospecting fields that were
now open beckoned.
In 1890, Sydenham’s Foxton
Company sold mica for $200
per ton. By 1914, the price was
set at only six cents per pound.
Feldspar mining began after
1900. Richardson’s Kingston
Feldspar & Mining Co. shipped
sizeable quantities by rail from
operations like the Card mine,
two miles west of the K&P
station in Verona, and the
Reynolds mine in Portland
Township. Used for tile glazing
with the opening of the
Richardson Co.’s Frontenac
Floor & Wall Tile Co. plant in
Kingston, the Richardson
quarries shipped 16,374 tons of
feldspar in 1910. Some went to
enamelware factories in New
Jersey and Ohio.
Much of the freight traffic
generated no wealth for
Kingston or even the
shareholders. The line could
not fully develop Kingston’s
hinterland, largely because its
rail corridor could not sustain
much economic development
nor even livelihoods. But the
line was popular in later years
with summer vacationers
heading to Sharbot Lake and
deer hunters boarding at
Sharbot Lake to head to
hunting camps further north.
Cream was sent to Perth
Creameries from Flower
Station. Storeowners in Verona
waited for wares sent north

CP’s once-busy yard is vacant in 1964. (Queen’s University Archives)

from Kingston. Pulpwood was
loaded into boxcars. Shoppers could
take the train into Kingston on
market days, arriving mere steps
away from the bustling market stalls.
Family members made day trips to
visit relatives who still lived in the
country, and vice versa, to see how
new inhabitants of the city were
faring in Kingston.
As of Jan. 1, 1913, the K&P was no
longer a separate legal entity. CP
had leased the K&P for 999 years.
The K&P was subsequently to be
officially referred to as CP’s Kingston
Subdivision. CP had no mainline
connection at Kingston, unlike CN, so
cars for Kingston customers or those
along the line had to be brought
from Smiths Falls via Tichborne.
CP freight trains to Kingston
operated on an “as required” basis.
CP’s freight business in Kingston
receded with time and with the
advent of highway transport. With
the closing of its freight shed across
from City Hall, express and
piggyback trailers were handled at a
site on Place d’Armes.
CP served several industries in
Kingston: along Division Street Gus
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Marker and Norman Coal; along
Railway and Rideau Streets
MacCosham Van Lines, Coca-Cola,
Weston’s Bakeries, Canfor, I.
Cohen, Pilkington Glass, Monarch
Battery, C.E. MacPherson,
Quattrocchi’s and a gas dealer; at
Cataraqui and Wellington Streets
the Woolen Mill, Shell Oil, and
Canadian Dredge & Dock. Around
City Hall and Ontario Street, CP
served coal yards and grain
elevators.
CP’s Kingston Subdivision was
abandoned in segments: Calabogie
to Snow Road – 27.9 miles in
January 1962; Sharbot Lake to
Tichborne – 8.5 miles in February
1964; Snow Road to Sharbot Lake –
14.5 miles in September 1966;
Calabogie to Renfrew – 14.4 miles
in February 1977; Tichborne to
Kingston – 35 miles after May 9,
1986. Most abandoned trackage
was removed one to five years
after abandonment.
CP’s station agency at Kingston
was terminated on Feb. 24, 1976.
The agent was replaced by a
mobile Customer Service Centre
supervisor based in Kingston. CP’s

The Kingston & Pembroke/CP
passenger station, shown
after passenger service to the
downtown core has ended.
April 8, 1962. (Queen's
University Archives photo)

Continued: End of the Line
roundhouse was demolished in 1978. The 70-foot turntable was
relocated to Wakefield, Que., in July 1974. In 1985, CP helped move
Canadian Forces vehicles on flat cars from CFB Kingston to major
military exercises in Alberta.
The last train on the subdivision was a rail pick-up train in January
1987. Once that work train had finished its trip, the last physical
pieces of the ‘Kick and Push’ were gone, forever.

Eric Gagnon is the author of eight Canadian railway books. You
can see his most recent book at booksbyericgagnon.blogspot.com.
Editor’s Note: We hope you enjoyed Eric Gagnon’s four-part look
back at the railways around Our Lakes. Next month we begin a new
series on the life and legacy of a Bedford Mills settler from the 1800s.
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All photos courtesy of Advanced Taxidermy

Shawn Galea and James McGregor have spent almost 40 years perfecting their art.

Wall-Hangers that Swim
Advanced Taxidermy
Continues to Lead the
Reproduction Revolution

taxidermists who were willing to train
someone new,” said McGregor. “It was very
ground level, self teaching. It was very
challenging finding materials that worked, we
used what was available to us at places like
auto body shops and Canadian Tire and were
able to create our own materials by mixing
these available products. Keep in mind this
was before the Internet or Google were
around – almost 40 years ago.”

Four decades ago James McGregor and Shawn
Galea were a couple of brash young teenage
artists with nothing but a vision capable of
transforming the way people view sport anglers.
Since then they have been recognized as global
pioneers and leaders in developing fish
reproduction techniques in taxidermy versus
traditional skin mounts where the fish must die as
part of the process.
Today they are currently working out of their
new 15,000-square-foot facility, that includes a
stunning 2,400-square-foot showroom but life
certainly wasn’t always like that back when they
first started developing their reproduction
process. Imagine not just trying to get good at an
artform but having to make up how to physically
do it at the same time.

They credit one of their high school
teachers who was willing to show them the
processes involved in creating moulds and
getting them started.
The industry on the other hand, was
nowhere near as welcoming. Other
taxidermists said what they were doing was a
silly idea that would never take off. “They
couldn’t imagine a client accepting it and not
wanting an actual skin mount.”
But when you think about all the
advantages, it’s clear with hindsight that
thinking was way off and what they were
doing would not only disrupt the taxidermy
industry it would give anglers a way of

“It was very frustrating, there was zero
knowledge available, no courses, no books, no
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Continued: Your Fish Continues to Live
hanging a trophy on their
wall while still having the
opportunity to catch the
same fish of a lifetime
again.
“One of the obvious
advantages is that the fish
doesn’t have to die. If you
consider the two
processes, for a skin
mount, the skin comes off
the carcass, which is then
disposed of. A Styrofoam
mannikin is then carved to
replace what the carcass
was, it is almost
impossible to get a
duplication of what the
client caught. It will look
kind of like what the client
caught, but not
exact. With a skin mount
you are also dealing with a
large percentage of
moisture, which when
excreted causes the scales
to be dry and rugged. This
drying and dehydration
also causes the skin to
shrink, so you always end
up with a smaller fish than
what was caught.”

reproductions also are
advantageous to the angler who
travels. For example, it is easier to
bring home pictures and
measurements of a 50-lb. salmon
than it is to bring home the actual
salmon.”

Durability over time is
another big difference.
“Painting on a skin that is
going to deteriorate over
time you can’t achieve the
same detail or effects as
your can with a fish
reproduction. With the
fish reproductions a
specific paint with a
specific purpose is being
used to achieve and
capture all of the effects
and details of the client’s
particular fish. Fish
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By the time they were 18 things
had already started to change when
they developed a commerciallyviable product that was already
considered to be the best in the
world at the time. In the years since
they have perfected their process

Continued: Price Same for Reproductions
while working for over 100,000 clients globally.

For traveling

“We are one of the only studios who charge the
same for a skin mount as we do for a fish replica,”
he said. Yes, they will do a traditional skin mount for
the angler who unfortunately only learned of their
world-class services after putting their trophy in the
freezer. (But I mean, why would you otherwise?)
“Turn around time varies on how busy the season is,
though now with the new facility we are looking
forward to quick turn around times. Also with
reproductions, there is no drying time, so it is faster
than a traditional mount.”

anglers, it’s
much easier to
bring home a
photo and
measurements
rather than
your actual
dead, frozen
fish.

If by chance your trophy gets damaged some how
down the road, it can generally be repaired or,
failing that, replaced with an almost identical
duplicate.
They start from a photograph along with length
and girth measurements. From there it is a matter
of time to create a masterpiece that any angler
would cherish, an exact duplicate of the fish they
caught and released to admire and appreciate
forever.
“Just like any type of artform, every piece is its
own individual work of art; it will vary in hours
depending on what the client wants us to
create. Simple displays are just matching size of fish
and painting to match. More elaborate displays
involve illustrations and multiple conversations with
the client prior to starting the work. A minimum
would be 25 hours, all the way up to 100s
depending on the display and complexity.”
Those more elaborate displays often combine
timeless woodwork to form one-of-a-kind custom
furniture pieces. They are each so individual and
special in their own way, it’s impossible to pin down
a favourite.

in the world, Cabela’s and Bass Pro Shops. One of
the more memorable projects would have been a
55-foot humpback whale for Bass Pro. When it
was complete it weighed over 4,700 lb. It is now
hanging in a Bass Pro Feature Store in Boston,” he
said. “It is challenging doing work for clients like
this, it’s like breaking new ground with every
order, each store is different, nothing can be the

Unsure about lead?
Weigh the science:
Current research around
the U.S. has found that lead
poisoning is responsible for
12% to 50% of adult loon deaths.

“Some of the more memorable pieces we have
created would be poker tables, board room tables
and bars featuring various species of our fish
reproductions,” said Galea.
Of course some jobs are bigger than others,
especially when your client list includes Hollywood,
the scientific community, and some massive
commercial superstores. “We have been fortunate
enough to work for the two largest outdoor stores

Unsure about lead?
Weigh the science:
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Current research around
the U.S. has found that lead
poisoning is responsible for
12% to 50% of adult loon deaths.

Continued: Combine Fish with Woodcraft
same. We invent new dioramas
and displays for each location
that are very space specific, with
certain habitat and species
requirements. Every store is
something new, so experience
from the last store doesn’t
apply. Thankfully we are always
eager to accept the challenges
that come our way.”

A custom poker table created by Advanced Taxidermy.

With such demanding careers
in an industry full of boom-andbust seasonal cycles, finding
time to get away and recharge
in the outdoors is not only
critical in terms of shedding
work stress, but also the best
form of professional
development a taxidermist can
undertake they contend.
https://www.houseofangelis.ca/

List your products or services in the

Because of our own experiences in
business, we understand not everyone can
afford to spend a lot on advertising.
That’s why we are inviting all artists and
crafters as well as any other small homebased businesses to participate in our
Trading Post section.
For just $60 a year ($5 an issue) you’ll get a
listing in the Directory for 12 issues and
each month you can submit a photo and
50 words about what you’re selling.

Dressing you top to toe,
inside and out.
63 & 65 Brock Street
info@houseofangelis.ca

Email: publisher@ourlakes.ca
Call: 613-331-4444
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Continued: Fishing for Research
“Fishing and hunting means
something very different to us,” said
Galea. “When we go out we are
studying the habitat and plant life in
the area. When we go fishing, we
spend hours documenting, sketching,
taking notes, photos and videos of the
specimen. James’ favourite fish to
paint are trout and char. Particularly
browns and brook trout as they are the
most diverse ranging in extreme
differences amongst their species. The
details are very intense, intricate and
the colours are intense in their
spawning phases. Simply put, they are
beautiful fish.”
One could argue that every finned
creation from the team at Advanced
Taxidermy is in fact a beautiful fish –
whales notwithstanding.

The Advanced Taxidermy team proudly poses with a 55-foot
humpback whale created for the Bass Pro outlet in Boston.
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More than Just Robots
By Ella Hsu

Like most, when I was first introduced to
competitive high school robotics, I was appropriately
intimidated. The robots we build are clanky metal
creations, weighing just as much as your average
high-schooler, and drive at high speeds around a
basketball-sized court, usually hurling some sort of
round object. My first interaction with them was
driving, and let’s just say it didn’t go too well. It was
much harder than it looked, and to this day, I
admittedly still cannot drive a robot. But, the skills I
did learn after deciding to take that step and join the
team, ‘The Machine Mavericks’, will stay with me for
the rest of my life.
I was quickly immersed in the world of this
robotics team – but that didn't just mean robots. The
program, FIRST Robotics, challenges teams to design,
build and program a competitive robot over a six- to
eight-week intense build season. It means working
with other people to accomplish a difficult task,
developing problem solving skills to solve puzzles we
thought were impossible, managing students and
mentors so that we could get the job done, and
above all, having fun. After the gruelling build
season, we would take our robots to competitions
that hosted teams from all across Ontario, and even
some from the States. The events were intense and
competitive but channeled a certain energy that one
cannot find anywhere else.
One of my most memorable moments on The
Machine Mavericks was at a competition in our
second year. We had just finished a match with our
robot, and one of the components had broken midplay. We had another match coming up in the next
half hour and a big repair to do. We didn’t know
what we were going to do – we didn’t have access to
the versatile machines we had at home, and even if
we did, we were low on time. We soon came up with
a solution – sawing a wrench in half, moving some
parts around, and duct taping the round end of the
wrench around a dowel – and rushed to execute the
plan. We were still scrambling to finish as they began
to roll the robot over to the competition field, but
managed to put it all together just in time. It was
invigorating, and put the skills we acquired during
the season to the test.

Another aspect I will always look fondly upon
were the tours I would give each time someone
new came to visit our shop. As someone who
started out with pretty much zero experience, I
always stress how little you have to know, but
how much you have the potential to learn. The
names of all the machines and the possibilities
that they hold, the spaces where we learn to
code and test autonomous driving, and the
tables where we bond over pizza and salad after
long hours of building. All things that make any
team a team.
I graduated from The Machine Mavericks just
last year but remain invested in both its success
and the success of the FIRST Robotics program as
a whole. What I learned is invaluable, and I can
only hope that the experiences can be shared
with as many people as possible. Never hesitate
to ask for a tour, look around the shop, or talk to
a team member. There’s so much to learn and
fun to be had!
You can learn more about
The Machine Mavericks on their website.
There are local teams around Our Lakes
geared to kids from four to 18 years old.
To arrange a tour for yourself and your
children, email frozenturtle@gmail.com.
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1006 Princess St
Kingston, ON K7L 1H2
Phone: (613) 542-3551
Fax: (613) 542-4651
limestonecitydental.com

Call Us Today!

New Patients Welcome
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North Shore Oddities
Years and years before I was born, two men
were traveling from Kingston to the Foot-ofLoughborough Lake to conduct some business
– probably to pick up some moonshine.
They caught the stage out from Kingston
and disembarked at the North Shore Road,
meaning to walk the rest of the way. It was
evening when they departed the stage and
before they had walked err-long, night was
closing-in, damp and very dark.
Not willing to risk injury at the vagaries of
the road, when they heard the music of a
water stream gurgling away in the semidarkness, they stepped into a small field
through a gate and found themselves to be
outside of a small, old hut.
Lighting a small candle, their last and only,
about two inches long, they entered the hut
and found it to be dry and would keep them
out of the weather for awhile. They made
themselves as comfortable as they could,
probably had a snack from their bags, and in
the gloom of the candlelight decided to play
two-hand euchre as long as the short candle
lasted.
It was never ascertained just what
happened that night but these two reliable
men had only been playing cards for a very
short time when one looked out of the door
and noticed the sun coming up. Not only that
but their wee candle was still two-inches in
length. They were amazed and flabbergasted.
They quickly packed up their gear and
continued their trip to the Foot-of-the-Lake.
The men hesitated, of course, about telling
their tale to anyone but it gradually did come
out and a quiet investigation was concluded
by locals.
Nothing ever came of this – a clergyman
even showed-up and waved his cross over the
hut but no trace of evil was detected.

My family lived on and owned this property for many
years and we thrived on the pike that Mom would take
from the creek with her trusty spear. I trust that the
present owners will enjoy their time there as much as
we did.
Glen E. Smith
Loughborough Lake
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Don’t Rig the Game, Please!
By Sandy Lee
Watching the glamorous Peggy Flemming win
the 1968 Olympics on a neighbour’s black and
white TV probably did it; I became an avid figure
skating fan.
By the time I managed to score VIP passes to
the back stages of the Calgary Stars on Ice in
1998, I could distinguish triple axel jumps from a
double lutz. I remembered what music pieces
skaters used and what mistakes deprived them
of a medal at which competition.
I had become a genuine groupie, as
passionate for figure skating as I was about
politics.
Figure skating became an enormously
popular sport along the way, giving fans like me
a steady diet of fierce competitions and
travelling shows like Stars on Ice and Champions
on Ice to showcase the elite skaters worldwide.
My mom and I flew all over the U.S. and Canada
to see them in competitions and ice shows.
We fell in love with the ethereal Russian pairs
skaters, Gordeeva and Grinkov, who wove pure
magic at the 1988 Calgary Olympics. With great
effort, I collected a video of every single outing
they had on ice between 1983 to 1995. I was
beyond consolation when Grinkov died
suddenly of a heart attack at the age of 27.

Meeting Katia
Gordeeva was an
amazing moment
for me as a
superfan.

the Canadian great Brian Orser, sprang on to the
world stage out of nowhere in 2007.
In 2009, Mom and I travelled to Los Angeles to
see her become the World Champion and the
figure skating mecca, Lake Placid, New York, to
see her in tip-top shape for the 2010 Vancouver
Olympics. Yuna Kim won the gold at the Olympics
and mesmerized the world.

Luckily the brilliant Canadian pair Salé and
Pelletier came along. We saw them become
National Champions and World Champions in
person in Calgary and Vancouver.

I haven’t watched figure skating since
Vancouver Olympics. Curiously the popularity of
the sport dwindled at the same time. It’s hard to
play along when you know the results are fake.

My long undying love of figure skating
shattered to smithereens when a block of
European judges conspired to rig the 2002 Salt
Lake City Olympics results, denying Salé and
Pelletier the gold medal until eventually
rectified. It destroyed my love for the beautiful
sport forever. Once broken, I couldn’t glue it
back together.

Canada just went through the national
elections. I am beyond relieved the nation can
accept the legitimacy of the results without
question, given what’s going on south of the
border. Unlike figure skating, it would be a
catastrophe if we didn’t. Trust, once broken, is
next to impossible to restore.
Sandy Lee is a lawyer, former politician and
has always been a country girl at heart.

I tried to hang on when once-in-a-century
talent from South Korea, Yuna Kim, coached by
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Don’t Neglect Your Immune System
Need
A Boost?
There are some immune-

Five Habits
to Keep Your Body
Fighting During
Cold & Flu Season
Your immune system is complicated.
By Dr. Alana
It is not one or two things in your body,
Way
it is a complex network and server like
system that defends your body. Let’s
try to keep this simple!
There are two main parts of the immune system,
the innate (network) and the acquired (server). The
innate part you are born with! It is the first response
when an invader is detected, and the cells go into
action immediately by surrounding and killing it. We
call these cells the phagocytes. The body parts that
help make up this network include white blood cells,
lymphatic system, spleen, bone marrow, thymus,
adenoids and tonsils. Another defence that our body
has is our skin. The largest organ that secretes oils
that can kill bacteria. Our lungs are lined with a
mucous to trap particles so to cough out the
invaders. The digestive track mucous contains
antibodies and stomach acid that kills microbes.

boosting vitamins and
minerals we need from our
foods. Most talked about one
is vitamin C. Unfortunately,
our bodies can not produce this essential
vitamin and thus we must consume it from
foods. Eat oranges and so many other foods
such as kiwi, strawberries, broccoli, tomatoes,
kale, and snow peas.
The next most popular vitamin is D. It is an absolute
must for immune health. Our bodies do produce
vitamin D when we are exposed to sunlight. In northern
countries such as ours, the sunshine is weak during the
winter months so our bodies don’t make vitamin D
then. It is best to turn to fortified foods or a good
quality vitamin D supplement.
A third powerful booster for your immune system is
zinc, which can also help heal wounds.

How to keep this complex system healthy? That is
the easy part. There are five main things to keep
your immune system strong all year.

the trick or treats “early” for the kids. You will eat
more than your need and so will the kids!
Drink water! It is simple, clear, and easily accessible.
It is vital for the function of all our organs. We are
mostly water. When someone is dehydrated, they are
more susceptible to germs. Low water levels do not
allow the body to carry nutrients and disease fighting
cells to the body. The water helps remove toxins from
your body, waste from our organs and other by
products from our daily metabolism.
Get quality sleep! Lack of sleep decreases the
immune systems response. There is a higher chance
of getting sick and slower recovery after being
exposed to a virus or bacteria.
Move! Immune function is greater in elderly that are
conditioned compared to sedentary. Exercise reduces
the risk and severity of respiratory viral infections.
Chiropractic care! Do not take my word for it ask your
loved ones, friends, co-workers or neighbours. Ask
them if they have fewer colds and infections since
they started and maintained regular chiropractic
care?

1) Eat healthy! You are what you eat. Increased
sugars will affect your speed response to a germ.
With Halloween around the corner do not buy

Dr. Alana Way owns and operates the
Barriefield Family Chiropractic Centre
613-531-3131 or info@dralanaway.ca

The acquired immune system produces antibodies
to protect against a specific invader. After the first
exposure, the immune system will recognize and set
a program to fight the invader. The storage of the
acquired response is the server. Antibody (a-z) to the
million is ready to download the correct response!
The last of our immune systems is the
complement system which enhances the ability of
the phagocytic cells and the antibodies to clear
microbes and damaged cells from an organism and
attack the pathogen's cell membrane.

2)

3)

4)

5)
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Seasons on the Wing
The birds around the garden and marsh have seen the
weather changing and are making the most when they get what
they’re after. Summer is ending and many of our feathered
friends will be leaving soon – like cottagers heading home for the
winter.
Sept. 17, seasons start to change. Sept. 22, a male wood duck
between its dives. Sept. 15, in the woods after an overnight
downpour, a young barred owl sat in the dark. Sept. 5, on my
right-hand side, right next to the trail, four grouse exploded from
the undergrowth with their usual huge commotion. Aug. 26,
caught a quick pic of this hummingbird, this morning… no doubt
trying to get nourished before the mid-day heat!

Bill Kendall, Verona
“Live, Love & Protect Nature”
Be sure to follow Bill on Facebook for an almost daily
photographic peek into the nature & wildlife all around our area.
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A Chance to Learn from the Best
September saw an influx in tournaments in Ontario and
Quebec. While some headed off to Laval others made the
trek to Harrowsmith and Peterborough to enjoy the outdoor
events before the season ends. Those who attended
Harrowsmith had a chance to watch the recent national
champions play in the open event, with Kim Brent and Barb
Kerr, and demonstrated their ability to tactically play against
a variety of competitors and even made it seem easy as they
played against tough male competitors. It was great to see
them perform and work as a team, with a mother/daughter
bond that endures the competitive fervor during these
weekend ‘marathons of play.’
Off the court, they could be seen snacking and chatting
with other players and sharing some stories of their recent
success out west (Red Deer, Alta.) even though the winds
were extremely high, they managed to pull off a win. Kim
expressed how great it was to play with national legend
Steve Deakin and how she learned a lot during their games
and shared a few tips and tricks that helped keep her
focused and ‘in the game.’ They have also branched out and
started to train other players and share their techniques, as
was noted during a session in Newboro where six players got
personal lessons for two hours and went through drills and
skill training with the elite women who hope to continue
sharing their knowledge in the Ottawa region.
For more details on past events and tournament results
you can check out pickleballbrackets.com there will also be a
few more events posted for October and November to close
out the year. The indoor season has begun, and most clubs
are offering six-week sessions, or more, of various play from
beginner to advanced, contact your local club for more
details.
There will be two more Introduction to Pickleball and
Level II sessions in Harrowsmith and Newboro and then
training sessions will be moving indoors, email
kattgrrrl@gmail.com for more details.
See you on the courts. And, as always, Paddles up!
Kelli McRobert, BEd., CRSP, CES
Pickleball Ontario Ambassador
For pickleball lessons with a certified insured instructor
in a fun group setting, and for great deals on pickleball equipment
visit David @ http://www.thirdshotdrop.ca
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For pickleball lessons with a certified insured instructor

Carry a Turtle Road Warrior Kit
By Mabyn Armstrong
It is one thing to love animals, it is another to
go the extra mile to help them survive the impact
our modern lives have on their existence.
For those looking to go the extra mile to help
the turtles of Our Lakes, one of the best ways you
can assist is by becoming a Turtle Road Warrior –
some one who is ready and properly equipped to
assist a turtle trying to cross a busy road.
You can watch this video ‘TURTLE ROAD
WARRIOR KIT’ found in our Video Library to learn
more.
We recommend your Turtle Road Warrior Kit
address the following concerns and will generally
include the items listed below:
1) VISIBILITY – ALWAYS wear a HIGH REFLECTIVE
SAFETY VEST. In addition, you can fasten a
Flashing bicycle/walking light to your person for
even greater visibility depending on the time of
day.
2) EYE PROTECTION – We recommend wearing
SAFETY GLASSES in the event a passing motorist
kicks up a stone with their tire.
3) HEAD PROTECTION – We strongly
recommended to wear a HARD HAT if you have
access to one again for flying stones from passing
motorists.
4) FOOT PROTECTION – Wear only CLOSED TOE
SHOES.
Photo by
Bill Kendall

5) HAND / FOREARM PROTECTION – ALWAYS
wear thick UTILITY GLOVES when handling the
turtle for safety and sanitary purposes – keep
disinfectant spray / gel – 70% alcohol content
and paper towels to wash your hands in your car
at all times and be sure to wash your hands with
soap and water at your first opportunity. We no
longer recommend disinfectant wipes as they are
an environmental hazard.

turtle on to drag across the road or you can
always use your CAR MAT. Be sure to place the
turtle in the same direction it was heading and
NEVER lift or drag a turtle by its tail, you can
cause serious injury as a turtles tail is an
extension of its vertebrate structure.
For more information visit Turtles
Kingston on Facebook or email
turtleskingston@gmail.com.

6) FLAT SHOVEL / HEAVY GRADE SHOWER
CURTAIN / TARP – which can be used to place a
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Fall is Gut Check Time for all Racers
Fall has returned. The days
are getting shorter and a little
cooler. One thing that hasn’t
changed is Team 601’s heavy
race schedule.
This time of the year can be
very exhausting, even for the
most experienced of racers. The
summer races are over, the
Canadian Championship is over,
some racers lose their focus at
this time. Some fade off, tired of
their burdensome schedule of
work/school and weekend
warrior.
Budgets busting at the seams,
worn out bikes and backs, bald
tires on the race hauler… it’s
very easy to throw in the towel,
fly the white flag, and wait for
next season. At least a day to
kickback and rest your nagging
injuries.
Or you can get up in the
morning, one foot in front of the
other, look in the mirror, and
decide you can’t be beat, no
matter what. You're going to dig
deep, and give the day your best
shot. Team 601 decided to look
in the mirror and give everyday
our best shot. This choice has its
rewards.
Regional racing at Trail Blazer
Park (near Shannonville) hosted
by BTB has been great. Race
entries have been near capacity.
It was fantastic racing in all the

series. I was not able to attend this
past race and inquired to their Dad
(Jay Miles) as to their status.
“After an outstanding week at the
Canadian championships, the boys
took two weeks to heal and recharge
their batteries. They jumped right
back into it, practicing nearly every
night and on weekends. They raced
one round at BTB and both took the
top podium steps in respective
classes. This gave the boys the
classes. The crew went out of their confidence they needed heading into
way to make you feel welcome and the gnarly track at Gopher Dunes
give you the best race experience (Tillsonburg).”
available.
#601 Jack Miles came into the
weekend stronger than ever. He rode
Team 601 has been attending
every event. As per usual, nobody in the front of the pack every moto,
and had overall finishes of 4th in
has more fun than us, and when
50cc, 7- to 8-year-olds, and a 6th in
you’re having fun, good things
the open GP class. Jack has been
happen.
very fast this year and has a prerace
#601 Calen Trudeau has burst
ritual that include jumping jacks at
onto the mx scene and finds
the start line. Let’s see if this catches
himself stealing hole shots, leading on with the competition.
laps, and rubbing shoulders with
#601 Luke (Skywalker) Miles, who
the region’s best 85cc racers. He
came
into the weekend with a chip
was able to put things together
and win his first moto, along with a on his shoulder after his national
snub, raced like he had something to
handful of podium finishes. He’s
prove. He came out of the gates with
sure to be in a tight points battle
a commanding holeshot, led some
down the stretch.
laps, brought home a 2nd place
#601 Wyatt Gibson has been
overall finish in the 65cc, 7- to 9-yeartearing up the 50cc and youth
old class, and a questionable black
classes. He also finds himself out
flag during a medic call on the track
front in most races and will be a
took him out of the points in 65cc gp
serious threat to bring a
class.
championship back to Mallorytown
With things getting exciting in all
with him this fall.
the championships, stay tuned to see
#601 Matthew Wallace, home
how these kids fare out with the rest
from his job in the oilfield, made
of the season, or follow us on a racehis first race in two years. Matt
to-race basis on our FB group –
tore up the 30+ class and had a
Rockport Motorsports. Until then,
couple of mid pack finishes.
catch us at a track near you.
Luke and Jack Miles continue
their path in the Provincial AMO
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Shawn Peirson
Coach, Rockport Motorsports

Blueberry Grunt with Newfie Rum Sauce
With fall here, ovens have been
re-fired and baking season has
begun. Baking that takes you
home or transports you back in
time is of course the best of all.
There is no shortage of great
desserts out there capable of
doing that, but for regular Our
Lakes reader Trudy Hause one of
her favourites for chilly autumn
evenings is Blueberry Grunt with
Newfie Rum Sauce. Here are the
recipes for both. Try ’em for
yourself, you won’t be
disappointed – and with all the
blueberries you can even pretend it
is healthy!
Blueberry Grunt
1/2 cup margarine
1 cup sugar
2 large eggs
1 tsp vanilla
1 tsp cinnamon
2 cups flour
3 tsp baking powder
1/2 tsp salt
3/4 cup skim milk
1 1/2 cups blueberries
Cream together the margarine
and sugar. Add eggs, one at a time,
then vanilla. In a separate bowl
combine flour, baking powder, salt
and majority of the cinnamon. Add
dry ingredients to creamed
mixture alternating with milk. Fold
in the berries – very gently or they
will all sink to the bottom.
Pour mixture into a greased 8in. by 8-in. baking dish and dust
with remainder of the cinnamon.
Bake at 350F for 40-50 minutes or
until cake tester or toothpick
comes out of the centre clean.
Serve warm with Newfie Rum
Sauce and garnish with a few fresh
blueberries on the side.

Newfie Rum Sauce
1/4 cup butter
1/2 cup brown sugar
1 Tbsp flour
1 cup milk
1 teaspoon vanilla
1 Tbsp dark Newfoundland rum
(or to taste)
Melt butter, add sugar and
flour. Combine well. Gradually
add milk, vanilla and rum. Cook
slowly until thickened, stirring
frequently. Pour over your piece
of Blueberry Grunt or favourite
pudding or cake.
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Baker and photographer
Trudy Hause with Beare.

List your products or
services here in the

North Branch Designs

& get your homebased business seen.

We are a local “lake inspired” company based on
the North Branch of Buck Lake. We specialize in
custom handmade lake designed mugs, pillows
and maps on canvas. Our products are
customizable to design and any lake!
https://www.facebook.com/northbranchdesigns/
northbranchdesigns@gmail.com

Because of our own experiences in
business, we understand not everyone can
afford to spend a lot on advertising.
That’s why we are inviting all artists and
crafters as well as any other small homebased businesses to participate in our
Trading Post section.
For just $60 a year ($5 an issue) you’ll get a
listing in the Directory for 12 issues and
each month you can submit a photo and
50 words about what you’re selling.

Email:
publisher@ourlakes.ca
Call: 613-331-4444
Sign up and get in front
of more potential
customers each issue!
List your products or
services here in the
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Seeing Our Way Thru Change
When New Leaf Link (NeLL)
started making plans to return
to indoor programming on
September 14th – after almost a
year and a half of virtual
programming – we knew that
many things would “look”
different. There was some initial
hesitancy for everyone, but also
a strong desire to just “get on
with it.”
At NeLL, there would be no
hugging or handshakes or highfives. No more sitting directly
beside one another or dancing
within a six-foot radius of one
another. No more friendly
shoulder squeezes or sharing
potluck lunches. None of the
things that we used to do as a
group in the “family” dynamic
that was NeLL.
Now, everyone is mandated
to wear masks, and the
facilitators and volunteers also
wear face shields. Hand
sanitizer is strategically placed
throughout our rented space at
the Harrowsmith Free
Methodist Church. There is
regular prompting for
participants to wash their hands
and stay in their own space.
In order to adhere to
provincial guidelines and keep
everyone safe, a specific and
detailed COVID screening
protocol is set up and
implemented while welcoming
participants to our program
each morning.
Change is difficult for
everyone, but NeLL’s group of
disabled adult participants need
routine in their everyday life so

‘It felt amazing
to see these friends together again
in the same room’

they can flourish. With so much
other visors could be purchased as
being different now, we knew that they couldn’t see a thing! Julia
some familiarity was also needed. responded, “did you take off the
protective film?” Ah-ha! Suddenly,
Our experienced and muchthey could see everything perfectly!
loved instructors are more than
just teachers, but also friends to
Everyone is adjusting to the
our participants. It felt amazing to return to indoor programming and
see these friends together again in we are all absolutely thrilled to be
the same room; a room filled with back!
laughter and excitement!
MacKenzie Lee, New Leaf Link
Volunteer Fundraising Coordinator
The first three program days
offered many lessons, even for the
facilitators and support staff.
New Leaf Link (NeLL) is a nonprofit organization located in
On their first day back, Program
Harrowsmith, Ont., that provides
Facilitator Chris Boal and Support
educational programming to
Person Julie Hunt donned their
adults living with developmental
new plastic visors for the first time,
disabilities. NeLL does not receive
looked at each other and quickly
any government funding and relies
realized they could barely see the
heavily on community support. To
hand in front of their face. When
learn more, or to donate, please
parent and NeLL Director Julia
visit www.newleaflink.ca. Watch
Atherley, who purchased the
this space for more NeLL stories,
visors, arrived to drop off her son
pictures, profiles and more.
and check in, Julie asked her if
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